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PREFACE

The AIR Taxonomy Project was initiated as a basic researcii effort
in September 1967, under a contract with the Advanced Reseairch Projects
Agency, in response to long-range and pervasive problems in a variety of
research and applied areas.

The effort to develop ways of describing

and classifying tasks which would improve predictions about factors affecting human performance in such tasks represents one of the few
attempts to find ways to bridge the gap between research on human performance and the applications of this research to the real world of
personnel and human factors decisions.
The present report is one of a series which resuited from work
undertaken during the first three years of project activity.

In 1970,

monitorship of the project was transferred from the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (AFOSR) to the U. S. Army Behavior and Systems Research Laboratory (BESRL), under a new contract.

This report, completed

under the new contract, is among several describing the previous developmental work.

It is also being distributed separately as a BESRL Re-

search Study.

EDWIN A. FLEISHkN
Senior Vice President and
Director, Washington Office
American Institutes fcr Research
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FOREWORD

The Americaa Institutes for Research is engaged in a research
program to devele? and evaluate new systems for describing and classifying tasks which can improve generalization of research results about
human periormance and to develop a common language for researcherdecision maker communication that would help organize human performance
information for maximum use in training, equipment design, and personnel
selection.
The objective of this program is to develop theoretically-based
language systems (taonomies) which--when merged with appropriate sets
of decision logic and appropriate sets of quantitative data--can be used
to make improved predictions about human performance. Such taxonomies
should be useful, for example, when future management information and
decision systems are designed for Army use.
During previous project years, three different taxonomic systems
were developed, each of which seemed to have maximum relevance for a
different type of application:

the ability-requirement approach; the

task characteristics approach; and a third approach based on information
theory.
The -resent publication reports on the development and preliminary
assessment of the task characteristics approach to the prediction of
human performance.

The approach seeks to describe tasks in terms ot a

task-oriented language which, when combined with multiple regression
techniques, can be usea to predict task performance.

,. E. UHLANER, Directopr
U. S. Army Behavior and Systems
Research Laboratory
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TAXONOMY OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE: THE TASK CHARACTERISTICS
APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
BRIEF

Requirement:
Of the many conditions which can influence human performance, the
most poorly described and least understood are those embodied in the task.
As a consequence, the ability to relate performance observed in one task
to that observed in other tasks is limited.

The present research describes

a series of studies conducted to develop an instrument in terms of which
the stimulus, procedural, and response characteristics of tasks could be
described.

It discusses additional studies which were designed to deter-

mine whether dimensions comprising the descriptive language represented
correlates of human performance.
Procedure:
The basic steps in this research were to:

(a) develop descriptive

characteristics of tasks; (b) assess the reliability of rating scales
devised to measure these characteristics; and (c)determine if these
characteristics represented correlates of performance.
The overall direction taken by the project was influenced by a
heuristic model which viewed performance is a function of three sets
of antecedant conditions:

the operator, the environment, and the task.

A decision was made to focus initial efforts on the task component of
the model, holding the other components in abeyance.
Toward this end. major components of a task were identified and
treated as categories within which to devise task characteristics or
descriptors.

Each characteristic was cast into a rating scale format

which presented a definition of the characteristic and provided a sevenpoint scale with defined anchor - and mid-points along with examples for
each point.

Nineteen scales were developed and evaluated in a series of

three reliability studies.
The paradigm usea to determnine whether the task characteristics
were correlates of performance upon which predictive relationships

aight be esztb3ished was that of "post-diction".

Post-4iction referrd

to the situation in which performance neisures were abstracted from
studies already existing in the literature.

Subjects rated descriptions

of the tasks used in these studies on task characteristic scales and
then these ratirgs were sub;jected to wiltipie regre3sion analysis to
establish the extent to which they were related to the performance in
quest_:n.

Two s ch post-diction studies were conducted.

The first post-

diction study involved six scales and 26 tasks while the second study
involved six scales and 20 tasks.
FindingsIn .cneral, it was found that a subset of scales having adequate
reliability consistently emerged in all three reliability studies.
results

The

f the two post-diction studies were encouraging in that signi-

ficant 1-,Itiple correlations of .82 and .73 were obtained between task
character,s:ic ratings and the performance measures.
Utilizativn of Findings:
Although a final interpretation of these findings must await crossvalidation efforts, it does appear possible to describe tasks in terms
of a task-characteristic language which is relatively free of the subjec" "Ye and indirect descrip*ors found in many other systems.

Further,

task characteristics may represent important correlates of performance;
as shown here, ir was possible to describe subtle differe-ces among tasks
and to relate such difierences systematically to variations in performance.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TAXONOMY OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE: THEf TASK CHARA.CTERSTICS
APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

INTRODUCTION

A major problem confronting the behavioral sciences and technologies
is the lack of a structure within which to describe, interpret, and
organize information about human performance. Without such a structure
limits are placed on the extent to which findings from different studies
can be compared, contrasted, and integrated into a systematic body of
knowledge. At the root of this problem is the absence of unifying dimensionL for systematically describing those antecedant conditions of
which performance is a function.
Of the many conditiens which can influence performance, the most
poorly described and the least understood are those embodied in the
task, As a consequence, the ability to relate performance observed in
one task to that observed in other tasks is limited.

At present,

research results obtained with one task can be safely generalized only
to other tasks which are so highly similar as to be almost identical.

The ability to communicate research findings unambiguously is similarly
hampered.

Behavioral scientists, and those who must apply research

findings to operational problems, are without a language for interrelating
performance on different tasks.
A burgeoning research literature and a growing demand for application
of findings both underscore the need for an integrative struczure.

A

system is needed which will yield better predictions of the effects of
independent variables on task performance.

Similarly, a system is needed

to predict more accurately the learning rates or proficiency levels
associated with new tasks.

These needs have been recognized by many

investigators (e.g., Fleishman, 1962, 1967; Hackman, 1968; Melton &
Briggs, 1960; and Miller, 1962).

Fitts (1962) in particular, has

called for a taxonomy which should identify importait correlates of
learning rate, performance level, and individual differences, and be
equally applicable to laboratory tasks and to tasks encountered in

industry and in military service.

The key to establishing such a taxonomy
defined task descriptive language.
(e.g.,

les in developing a Well-

Earlier repo.ts under this project

Farina, 1969; Wheaton, 1968) as well as other reviewers (e.g.,

Ginsbe-g. lMcCullers,

Merryman, Thoeson, & Whitte.

three general approaches are nost prevalent.

1965) suggest that

They differ priwfrily in

terms of the manner in which description is accomp2ished.
In the first approach, description centers on the .pecific activities
in which an operator engages while performing a task.
in specifying what the operator actually does.

Irmerest lies

Those wno have t-kev

this approach (e.g., Fine, 1.3; McCormick, 1968; and Reed, 1967) ate
more concerned vith describing performance per sc and l2ss concerned
with the conditions giving rise to that performance.

In the second

approach, description focuses on those resources of tie operator which
are required for performance on the task.

Gagne (1962) and Miller (1966).

for example, describe tasks in terms of those functions or processes
which the operator is required to utilize.

In a similar vein, tasks

have been described in terms of the types and amounts of hIAman abilities
upon which the tasks make demanids (e.g., Fleishman, 1967; Theologus,
Romashko, & Fleistuan, 1970'.

In this second general approach, emphasis

is on critical aspects of the individual intervening between features
of the task and consequent performance.
A third approach to developing a tak

descriptive language treats

the task as a critical sub-set of the antt-edant conditions of which
pe:'formance is a function.

Hackman (1968) states this position clearly:

"...That is, if we are interested in the effects of tasks
and task characteristics on behavior, it is essential that
we develop a means of describing and classifying our
independent variables (tasks) other than in terms of the
dependent variables (behaviors) to which we ultimately
wish to predict."
Investigators taking this tack (e.g., Cotterman, 1959; Fitts,

1962;

Folley, 1964; and Stolurow, 1964) attempt description in terms of the
characteristics of the task confronting t 'e operator.

2

It is this latter approach to developirg a task descriptive
langaage Which Would
for by Vitts.

In

a-pprotriate for the type of taxonomy called
tfaereventually predict the j-erfo-Aance which
to

will risult when a subject is expsed ta a given situation, one must be
zble to specify and fally describe those independent variables which
are in effect.

Part. of this spec ification mist necesrarily include that

stimulus compiex known 3. the '"Iask" which 'confronts tae subject.

It

is within this complex that ms-ay corre'ates of learning rate or pr-oficiency level will be found.

Knowledge tof these variables would provide

a basis for comparing perforaance on different tasks.

They would also

provide a bas2s for classifying tasks with respect to the behzvioral
consequences of other classes of indeene

variables.

The present report describes a series of studies conducted to
develop an instr.u-ent in terns of which the fti~mlus, procedural,
respouse characteristics of tasks could be described.

and

It discusses

additional studies which were designed to detcruine whether dimensions
coup:-ising the descriptiie !anguage represenced correlates of Iman

,erfor uace.

3

BACKGROUND
The research described in the present report was part of a larger
programmatic effort concerned with development of a taxonomy of human
performance (Fleishman, 197; Fleishman, Kinkade, & Chambers, 1968;
Fleishman, Teichner, & Stephenson, 1970; Fleishman & Stephenson, 1970).
In support of this general program of research, several alternative task
descriptive systems were developed. The general purpose of each of these
systems was to provide a basis for classifying tasks in order to permit
better organization and i--creased generalization of performance data
wittin and between task categories.
Studies described in the present report were concerned with the
development and initial use of one such system.

Known as the task

characteristics approach, it attempted to provide for the description
of tasks in terms of a variety of task-intrinsic properties including
goals, stimuli, procedures, response modes, etc.

The decision to

describe tasks in these rather morphological terms, instead of using
more behavioral-, process- or ability-oriented descriptors, stemmed from
the conviction that tasks, in their own right, represented a potent
class of independent variables.

Accordingly, if the variables con-

prising a task were manipulated singly or in combination (e.g., creating
a mmber of different tasks), the resultant effects on performance could
be mapped systematically.

Knowledge of how performance varied, as a
result of manipulating the characteristics of tasks, would provide a
basis for estimating perf.-'ance on other tasks whose characteristics
could be described.
tse consequences of the foregoing rationale for development and
use of a task descriptive system were explored by constructing an heuristic
model of performance.

)n turn, this model helped specify what was to

be described, how description was to be accomplished, and how'the task
descriptive indices were to be related to performance.

4

Heuristic Model of Performance
During early stages of the project an heuristic model of performance
was entertained.

The model, known as POET, simply stated that any ob-

tained performance score (P) was necessarily the function of at least
three major classes of independent variables.

These included the particu-

lar task (T) on which performance was measured, the specific operator
(0) whose performance was monitored, and the environmental conditions
(E) under which performance took place.

Included in the latter class

were all variables (e.g., ambient noise, drug dosages, conditions of
practice, etc.) which were extrinsic to either the task or the operator
and primarily impinged on the latter.
The POET model, therefore, suggested that the difference in performance which might be observed when comparing two experiments could be
due to variations within any one or all three of the major 04s-es of
independent variables.

Observed differences in performan:! tould arise

from the use of different samples of operators, or from different tasks,
or from the application of different treatments (extrinsic variables).
Consequently, it seemed obvious that any system which was developed to
permit increased generalization of performance data vould have to take
all three classes of variables into consideration.

This in turn .Oant

that descriptive systems would eventually be required for each o: the
major components within the model.
Instead of attacking the problem at this general level, however,
the decision was made to develop descriptive systems sequentially. The
issue, therefore, was to decide upon which descriptive system to place
initial emphasis. There appeared to be a variety of ways in which to
describe different operators based on such variables as age, intelligence,
abilities, interests, etc.

Indeed, many studies have been conducted

in which individual differences on these and similar "personal" variables
were systematically related to variations in performanc ,. By the same
token there seemed to be farily adequate description arid specification
of what were termed the "environmental" variables.

5

In most cases

descriptive systems dealing with this component have been sufficient
to permit investigation of the effects of different levels of treatment
upon performance of a large number and variety of variables.
While description of the operator and of the environment seemed
adequate, description of the task component was not. Most of the available descriptive systems were inadequate because they failed to emphasize
the task as an antecedant condition of performance, a condition which
could be subjected to systematic and specifiable manipulation. Such
systems prevented one from readily talking about type or, more significantly, level of treatment in the sense that he could for the operator
and environment components.

Yet the ability to make such statements

seemed essentiai if one were to investigate the effects of variations
ir tasks on subsequent performance. Therefore, while recognizing the
importance of descriptive systems for all three components, the decision
was made to focus initial efforts on a task descriptive system.

As

explained in a later section of this report, description was based on
a variety of task characteristics.
Nature and Use of the Task Descriptive System
During early stages of the project consideration was also given to
the manner in which the descriptive data provided by the system were
to be used in organizing tasks and consequent performance data.

This

issue was of importance for it was felt that specification of the intended
use(s) of the descriptive data would culminate in a set of requirements
for the language itself.
and prediction.

Two major uses were identified:

classification

Task characteristics data would provide a basis for

classifying tasks in terms of their observed similarities and dissimilarities. The descriptive data could also be utilized within a
multiple regression context to relate variations in the characteristics
of tasks to variations in performance.

6

Classification - Although several alternative approaches to the
classifization of tasks were considered (Wheaton, 1968), it seemed
desirable to approach classification on quantitative rather than on
qualitative grounds.

One technique available for this purpose was the

similarity coefficient described by Cattell and Coulter (1966).

This

coefficient was dsigned to describe the similarity between pairs of
profiles in terms of a distance function. Therefore, if descriptive
profiles could be generated for tasks, it would be possible to mathematically express the similarity among them in terms of a matrix of
similarity coefficients.

These data could then be analyzed by cluster

analytical techniques to define clusters or classes of highly similar
tasks (Silverman, 1967).

Although this type of analysis was not of

primary concern in the present research, it did emphasize the need for
a descriptive system which treated tasks in terms of quantitative profiles.
Prediction - Another use to which descriptive data could be put was
in predicting learning rates or proficiency levels on tasks for which
performance data were not already available.

Emphasis in this approach

was not on classifying tasks but rather on identifying those characteristics of tasks which were correlates of performance.

It was this

latter approach which was pursued in the present study.
A multiple-regression model was developed in which task characteristic descriptors were treated as predictor variables.

The model was

based on the premise that descriptive terms could be selected which
represented correlates of performance and, as such, could be used to
predict average learning rates or proficiency levels on different tasks.
The rationale underlying the regression approach was as follows.

Suppose

a single group of operators performed two different tasks yielding the
same type of performance measures.

If individuals' scores were averaged

on each task and if these two means differed, then, since identical
subjects are involved, the difference between means could only be
attributed to differences between the tasks themselves (assuming "environmental" variables to be identical in both situations).

The difference

between tasks would be specified in terms of task descriptors.
7

If the concept of differences between tasks and consequent differences
between performance means, were extended to a larger set of tasks, performed by the same operators under the same conditions, then a variable
(C) would be created.

A given value on this variable would represent

the mean performance score associated with a particular task (i) within
the set of tasks.

It was hypothesized, therefore, that specific values

for this variable could be predicted in terms of task characteristic
The multiple regression equation required for that pur-

scale values.

pose would have the following form:
alXm I

a X2

+anXmAn

P

aa

P

= predicted mean performance score on task "al"

an

=

X

= the value for task 'im"on task descriptor "n".

'+

where

regression weight for the nth task descriptor, and

n
To accomplish these ends, however, it was necessary to impose a
major restriction on the model.

The tasks under investigation at any

one time had to share a common response measure (e.g., reaction time,
time on target, percent correct, etc.).

This restriction had profound

consequences for it implied that different regression equations would
be required to handle different types of performance measures.

Such

would not have been the case had it been possible to describe different
measures of performance in terms of a single common metric.

The absence

of this universal metric, however, made it necessary to categorize tasks
in terms of the measures employed to describe performance on them.

The

categories of performance described by Teichner and Olson (1969) were
considered for this purpose.

Separate regressions were anticipated for

tasks yielding such diverse performance measures as probability of
detection, rea-tion time, percent 'correct, and percent time on target.

8

The consequences of the regression model for the descriptive system
were readily determined.

The system had to contain multiple dimensions,

each of which could be applied to any selected task.

The dimensions

had to be quantitative in nature and had to possess a reasonably high
reliability.

Finally, if the model were to aid in predicting parameters
of performance, the descriptive dimensions had to represent correlates
of performance.
Objectives
Based upon these background considerations, the present research
attempted to accomplish the following objectives. A series of generically
applicable quantitative rating scales was to be developed for description of various task characteristics. The reliability with which these
scales could be used to describe tasks was to be determined.

Finally,

the feasibility of using the descriptive data as predictors of mean
levels of performance on different tasks needed to be determined.

The

remainder of this report describes the activities conducted in pursuit
of these object±ves.
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Task iefinitio.
The developmera of task cbaracteristics received hitial guiJace

fros a definition of the terns "task"
project.

icb was devised early in the
perfo-amce,

% iven that inter-st lay in predict ig

definer' &s a potential acans of elicit

performasce.

a

tsaws

Ibre specifically,

it referred to a camp!ex situation capable of el iciting goal-directed

performance from an operator.

Givem this orientation, a t*s

ceived of as having several com
certain salient characteristics.

ts with each cauet
Tese cmq

ts

wre:

was com-

possessing
an

W.Ucit

goal, rreceduvus. infut stimli, responses, and stimlus-resposse
relationships.
An explicit goal %a5 a zpccificatiom of te
to be achieved by the optrator.

"state" or 'condition"

Oy "explicit" vas meast that the goal

was indicated to at least the operator sd

owe i

observer.

and that soe objective procedure existed whereby !be observer could
verify whether or not the goal had been achieved.
include a statement of tb- "eans"

A task also had to

by which the goal was to be attained.

The 'Ieias" consisted of procedures which were statemests specifyixg the
types of stimulus-response relationships to be formed, and their saquencing.

Then, too, the task had to contain a set of relevat input

stimuli attended to by the operator.

Finally, the statement of the

task had to describe a :et of regpmses contributing to goal attaiuemt.
Task Characteristics
Given the arbitrary requirement that a task possess these co

ents,

it followed that if a potential "task" did not possess all of thes"
components, then by definition it was not a task under the present system,
and if an operator failed to perform in accordance with the specified
procedures, the question of goal attainwent for that task could not be
raised.

The operator, by definition, would nut have performed the task

10

in question; in fact, he would have performed a different task.

This

latter point led to 3 direct consideration of what it was that served
tmake tasks different.
oepooents,
*at

That is, given that all tasks had the abcve

what disticticns could be nade within these ommon components.

are, for exawple, characteristics of a task goas which. wen

mewsured ip sows fashon, wvuld serve to differentiate among various task

=a order to differentiate among tasks, therefore, the components of
a task were treated as categories within which to devise task characteristics ar descriptors.
wet

As previously smetioned, additional rcquirements

set forth regardfg these characte.istlics.

Each had to be applicable

to most, if mot a12, types of tasks so is to avoid the problem of not
being able to rate or measure all tasks on a comparable set of dimensions.
Each characteristic had to be expressed quantitatively, being scaled in
at least am ordinal fashion.
of reliability.

Each had to possess an acceptable degree

Finally, to achieve econmy of use, it was desirable

that the characteristics require a mdnimu

of training tine and appli-

cation time on the part of the user.
Figtre I clarifies the relationship among the terms "task", "task
cFonents", and "characteristics".

Each characteristic was cast into

a rating scale format which presented a definition of the characteristic,
and provided a seven-point scale with defined anchor- and mid-points
along witt examples for each point (Smith & Kendall,

1963).

A sample

rating scale is shown in Table 1. The complete set of 19 scales originally deve oped is shown in Appendix 1.
The original set of scales has undergone changes due to refinement,
additions, and deletions.

Ccuseqently, the appendix section contains

three separate sets of task characteristic scales, each having been used
in a separate reliability study'.

This 6volutionary process is still

Three sets of task characteristic scales rather than one final set are
presented since there is no "final" set in the sense that a reader could
rate a task on it and then apTly appropriate Beta weights to gain an
estimate of performance on that task. The research is still in its early
stages where a demonstration of its feasibility is the issue being
addressed. In addition, the results of the various reliability and postdiction studies require the inclusion of the specific sca-es and tasks
used.
11
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Table I
SAMPLE TASK CHARACTERISTIC RATING SCALE

VARIABILITY OF STIMULUS LOCATION
Judge the degree to ,v ich the physical location of the stimulus or
stimulus complex is prektuctable over task time.

Examples

Definitions

High predictability - stimulus
location remains basically
unchanged.

7

* Stimnulus is a red light located on a
di',play panel,

6

5

Medium predictability location changes" but in a
known manner or pattern.

* Visually following an arrow in

4

flight toward a target.

3 -

2,
* Predicting which leaf will fall from

Low-redictability - location
changes in an almost random
fashlon.

a tree next.

13

not complete, but it has progressad far enough to provide a demonstration

of the basic approach. Diring this developmental phase the task characteristics were viewed as critical independent variables which, if
manipulated, would influence task perfcuxince. 11hile an indirect test
of this view was attempted in the "post-diction" studies to be discussed
later, the ultimate test would entail actual stanipulation of these
characteristics within an experizental task and observation of concomitant
changes in performance.

14

RELIABI LITY STIM ES

Fr

Reliability Study
Following developaent of the original set of rating scales a series

of reliability studies A-ws corn-ucted.

In the first

such study the task

characteristic rating scales were imployed in ti.eir original forn.

Three

research assistants were trained in the use of the scales and were then
wsW to rate 37 rather simple psychc mtor tasks oD each of 19 scales.

The task descriptions with which the raters ;rked are reflerenced in
Appendix 2.
The obtained ratings were cast into analyses of variance to deter-

mine intrai!ass correlation coefficients for each scale. Following the
aethcd described by Winer (1962, p. 124), two coeffi'ients (rk and r1 )
were calculated. The rk coefficient provided an estimate of the
reliability of the nean of thethree judges' (k = 3) ratings. The r1
coefficient estinated the reliability of a single rating. The obtained
coefficients, together with the variance components used in the calculation of rk, are shown in Table 2.
Winer (1962, p. 128) suggested an interesting interpretation of the
intraclass worrelations. Each rk coefficient was an estimate of the
correlation which would be obtained were the mean ratings of the present
three judges correlated with the nean ratings from another random sample
of three judges rating the sav.e tasks. Using an r. equal to or greater
than 0.70 as an arbitrary index of acceptable reliability, seven of the
19 original scales appeared to be adequate.
Three of the scales (7,12, 18) shown in Table 2 possessed rk's
with negative values. Theoretically, rk may range in value from zero
(o)to plus one (.1). In practice, however, it can be demonstrated
that rk will assume a negative value in those cases where the meansquare within term is greater than the mean-square between term (e.g.,
KSw
rk 1). Interpretation of such negative rk coefficients is difficult.
15
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Inspection of the rating data showed that
actually in strong agreement on Scale # 12.

he three judges were

However, the judges were not

able to differentiate among tasks very effectively, as shown by the
relatively small between-task variance component for this scale.

Eval-

uating this scale on another and more heterogeneous sample of tasks
would either raise its estimated reliability or confirm its insensitivity.
Scales # 7 and 9 18 had relatively large within-task variances suggesting
a lack of consistency among judges.

Inspection of the actual ratings

confirmed this impression, particularly in the case of Scale # 7 where
judges were in confusion about the end-points (1 or 7) of the scale.
Second Reliability Study
After the first study, many of the original scales were examined
in an attempt to improve their reliabilities.

Some scales were deleted

and others underwent minor or major revision to clarify the exact
nature of the dimension being rated and the meaning of the scale anchor
points.

The resulting instrument consisted of 16 scales (Appendix 3).

In an attempt to estimate the reliability of the revised scales, 28
judges rated 20 tasks on each scale.
recruited from a local university.

The 28 judges were college students
Prior to the actual study, the

judges were thoroughly familiarized with the meaning of each scale and
with the rating procedure.

The judges were paid for their participation.

Reliability estimates were obtained for each of the 16 scales.
These data were based on only 15 of the 20 tasks which were actually
rated.

The five tasks which were eliminated were cognitive, paper-and-

pencil tasks.

They were originally included to determine whether or

not the judges could describe them reliably in terms of the task characteristics.

The judges were largely unsuccessful in this effort.

Con-

sequently, it was decided to limit use of the scales, at least initially,
to psychomotor tasks.

Descriptions of the 15 tasks which were finally

analyzed in terms of rk and r 1 are shown in Appendix 4.
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The reliability estimates are shown in Table 3 together with the
relevant variance components.

The striking feature of these data was

the relatively low reliability for an individual rater (r1 ). Were only
one judge of the type employed in this study to assign ratings, he would
be fairly reliable only on one scale (# 18).

More reliable ratingc could

be obtained, however, were the mean ratings of either three or five
judges utilized.

Using the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula (Winer, 1962,

p. 127) it can be shown that if riZ.33, then r 3 Z

.60 and r.

.71.

On this bisis, adequate reliability could be expecte6 on at lei.--' seven
scales.

The remaining scales appeared to need additional revision.

Third Reliability Study
Finally, additional reliability data were obtained during an analysis
of 21 tracking tasks (see Appendix 6) under a contract with the U. S.
Naval Training Device Center.

Ia this effort two judges evaluated the

tasks in terms of many different measures, including 18 task characteristic scales.

The 18 scales (Appendix 5) represented revised versions

of many of the earlier scales.

In this study both judges were highly

familiar with the scales and the procedures for their use.
As shown in Table 4, the rating data from this study were evaluated
in several ways.

First, as in the preceding studies, analyses of

variance were conducted which permitted calculation of the intraclass
correlation coefficients (rk and rI).

Second, similarity coefficients

(r p) were computed which expressed how similar the two judges were in
evaluating the tasks on each scale.

The technique was essentially one

of profile analysis.

The rP statistic (Cattell & Coulter, 1966) could
range in value from -1.0 to 1.0 being asymptotic with respect to -1.0.
An rP value of 1.0 meant that the two profiles fell on exactly the
same point in multi-dimensional space. An r of -1.0 meant that the
two profiles were maximally dissimilar.

Finally, for each scale the

number of times the two judges were within plus or minus one scale unit
of each other was determined and expressed as a percentage of 21 cases.
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Interpretation of the intraclass coefficients shown in Table 4 was
again difficult.

Four rk coefficients were above 0.70 and appeared to

represent reasonably reliable scales.

In terms of the similarity co-

efficients (r ) ten were significant, implying agreement between judges'
profiles.

p

Finally, on eight scales the judges were in agreement at

least 90% of the time.

Only three scales (# 4, # 13, and # 16) failed

to exhibit either a high rk (rk> - .70), a significant rp, or a high
percentage (90%) of agreement.
Discussion
Our experience in assessing the reliability of the task characteristic
scales indicated that the statistical methods used often tended to preclude a definitive answer to the question of scale reliability.

Inter-

pretation of the intraclass correlation technique proved troublesome
when a small but consistent bias existed among raters in the use of a
scale, and each rater assigned but one scale value to all tasks.

In

these instances the question was whether the tasks were truly homogeneous
with respect to those scales or whether the scales were insensitive to
differences among tasks.
The similarity coefficient technique (rp) also yielded cases where
an inspection of the raw ratings was required before an'interpretation
could be made. Finally, the percent agreement data, while intuitively
appealing in their logic, lacked any formal status as a statistic.
The entire issue of reliability as ', applied to the rating data
was not clear-cut.

Test-retest reliability, for example, would assess

how consistent an average rater was in applying a particular scale.

It

would not address itself to the equally important question of how well
the raters would agree among themselves in their collective use of a
scale.

Similarly, the intraclass correlation coefficient did shed some

light on inter-rater agreement, but it appeared to require some unknown
amount of heterogeneity among the tasks being rated to do so.

Ideally,

one would want each rater to be highly consistent in his use of a scale

21

on a test-retest basis, an
szale "'s use across tasks.

also wtom e raters in hitgh 3reememt ou a
P.fot-manely,

e stat"sti=l teariqDe

Seaed 3=licable to zisessimS bt~h of tbe~e aspects.
Rgardirg Eh

scales themselves, it agpeae

that 3

srbset of scales

consistecaly emierged iiich hzd zaiqne reliabi~ity im all thxm studiiesTable 5 sbmrs the sets of sczales for erh -iy

whdich wre most reliable-

there uzs a high degree of- cc'sispr b'ewe= tle rtlis e scales
Couptzrim this
ene-glng from the r re-jzrge mtd $-ja:ge su.-ies
c=on subset to the reliable scales off the rw-jue

six were zgzai

reliable.

sdy,

f0c r of the

itienal scales were 2aso relizbie bat these

were erployed oaly Dn the tw-jdge study.
In general, considerzticn of these three reliability stii

led

to the following rec--=e=dtions:
(a) the raters should hmye a background in psychology or huma
factors, or a good awareness of such concepts as stimlus and
respo se;
(b) at least three raters Ehould be used in a!xlying the scales
in their present form, with an average of their ratings being
used as the value to be assigned to the characteristic in
qiiestion;
(c) further develorment of the scales should p in the direction
of emmeration (counting) rather than rating; and
(d) furt,er effo.ts should include an assessment of test-retest
re!iabi lity.
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POST-DIcrG"

STUMDES

The paradign used to detexmine whether the task characteristics
were e'orrelztes of performance upon which predictive relationships
migbt be established was that o's "post-diction". Post-diction simply
refers to the fact that existing criterion data ifere used, whereas in
prediction, arrangents are made to colleet data ini accordance with
some specific experinental design. -Post-diction sacrific~es precise
control over iMaz Variables in order to rapidly acquire a-relevant set
of data for analyr-is. Ratings were made of the tasks used in these
studies and then these task-characteristic ratings were entered into a
multiple-regression analysis to estak~ish ,.h,, extent to which they were
related to or predictive of the performance in question.. The task
descriptious in the lI.terature were often too brief to use, but it was
possible to obtain detailed descriptions from either a study's author
(e.g., Fleislean in the first post-diction study), or by acquiring the
references an author vade to note detailed descriptions of the task/
apparatus. Tbrough these means it vas possible to provide the judges
withz exlicit description of the tasks to be rated- Employing the
post-dictionl paraigrLL,

two studieswer ~conutd

Both studies shared a nimber of comaon restrictions. First, in
selecting studies for the two post-diction efforts, there was the need
to have a comon metric of performance within each. That is, the
studies used for any one regression analysis had to W comparable in
terms of the unit of performance. Thus,,for. the first post-div~ion the
performance neasures of all studies was expressed in terms of "the numbey of output units produced per unit time". The second post-diction
used studies in which the comion performance metric was "percent time
ont target". lIn general, this need for a common metric served to reduce
the number of studies available for analysis. The relatively small
number of studies in both post-diction efforts created, in turn, the
following problems:

24

1. For a regression analysis the number of predictors should not
approach, let alone exceed, the number of cases sampled.

As the number of

of predictoj~s (i.e., characteristic scales) approaches the number of
cases sampled (i.e., studies or tasks), the multiple regression coefficient
becomes spuriously large and uninterpretable.

Since this was the case

initially in both post-dictions, the decision was made to use only a
selected set of the task characteristic indices as opposed to the full
set.

For example, instead of using 19 indices and 26 tasks in the first

regression study, a smaller set of six indices was used.
2. The small number of studies sampled precluded any meaningful
attempt to perform the important step of cross-validating the resultant
regression equations.
First Post-Diction Study
The first post-diction study was based on a portion of the data
(Fleishman, 1954) used to conduct the reliability study described earlier
in-which three judges rated 37 tasks on 19 scales.

Applying the require-

ment for a-common performance measure, the 37 tasks were carefully
screened in order to determine the types of performance measures associated with them.

Although several different measures were represented

(e.g., reaction time, percent time on target, or percent correct), 26 of
the tasks had one measure in common which was designated as the "number
of units produced per unit time".
things as:

The "units" varied and included such

number of blocks moved; number of assemblies completed;

number of taps made; and number of correct discriminations given.
Common to these 26 tasks was the requirement that as many "units" as
possible be produced during specified time periods.

Since different

amounts of time were allowed for completion of the various tasks (e.g.,
25 to 900 seconds), a common time frame was needed to provide a standard
basis for comparison. The "unit time" chosen for this purpose was one
second.

Therefore, the performance score reported for each task was

prorated to obtain the average number of units produced per second (i.e.,
98.5 units produced in 80 seconds equalled 1.231 units per second). (The
26 tasks are indicated by asterisks in Appendix 2.)
25

Sincz the entire set of 19 rating. scales (Appenrix 1) cojld not -be
employed, a smaller subset was selected,
were chosen for analysis (see Table 2).

The six most reliable scales
For each of these -scales the

ratings provided by three judges were averaged to obtain a single value
on each scale for each of the tasks.
he specific scales employed in
the study were:

1. Stimulus duration (scale 4 15),
2. i%&ber of output units (scale 1 1),
3.

Duration for which an output unit is maintained (scale 19 ),

4. Simultaneity of responses (scale 1 9),
5.

Nimber of procedural steps (scale 4 10), and

6. Variability of stimulus location (scale # 14).
Table 6 presents the data on which the first post-diction study was
based.

A Wherry-Dooittle stepwise regression analysis was carried out

by computer.

Six predictor variables were entered into the analysis,

but only five were processed.

The order in which the scales are-listed

above represents their order of extraction based upon the percent
variance accounted for in the criterion measure (R2). Although five
scales emerged from the analysis, a point of diminishing returns in
terms of percent variance accounted for was reached after extraction of
the fourth scale.

Consequently, a regression equation was written using

only the first four scales listed above.

The half-diagonal intercorrela-

tion matrix for all seven variables (six predictors, one criterion) is
presented in Table 7.
The multiple correlation coefficient for this anaiysis C(!ased on
four predictors) was R - 0.85 which accounted for 72% of the variance
(R2 ) in the criterion measure. This correlation was significant
(F (4, 21) = 13:75, p

.01).

It was felt, however, that the small

sample (n = 26) used in this analysis yielded an inflated multiple R
relative to wbat might have been obtained had a larger sample (n = > 100)
been used.

Accordingly, -a correction in R for small sample bias (Guilford,

1956, p. 399) was applied. The corrected correlation (cR) was 0.82,
which was still significant (F (4,21) = 10.78, p <.01).
2.3

Table 6
RiESSIO% XA .YSIS

BASIC GATA FOR 'T FIRST

Average Rating

Avg. No. Units

on Six Scales

Produced Per

4.

5

6

7 .1

1

1

4

4

7
6
7

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
Z

7
4
4

4

7

1

1

1

4

4
4
4
4

1
1
7
7

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
5

1
1
1
3

7
7
4
4

0.56

4

7

1

1

1

4

0.87
0.62
0.53
1.80
1.26
0.04
1.34
1.26
1.31
2.32
1.76
1.16
-1.89

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
4- 7
4 7
4 7
4 7

1:
1
1
1
1
Z
1
1
1
1
1
1
i

4
3
i
1
1
4
J1
1
1
1
1
1

1
4
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
5
4
4
4

0.38
1.37
0.19

4
4
4

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

3
4
7

Second

I

Z

Two-Plate T-pping
Key Tapping
2.
3. Ton-Target -Aiming
4. Rofary Aiiring

3.98
6.24
Z.O4
2.49

7
7

5* Hand-Precision Aiming

1.87

Visual Reaction -ime
-AuditoryReaction Time
Minnesota - Placing
1.1innesota - Turning

2.71
2.86
1.23
1.49

10. Purdue Pegboard - Right Hand
P-u.
urdue Pegboard - Both Hands
Purdue Pegboard - Assembly
O'Connor Finger Dexterity
Santa Aria Finger Dexterity
Pin Stick
Dynamic Balance
Medium Taping
-Large Tapping
Aiming
Pursuit Aiming
PursuitAiming 1
Square Marking
Tracing

Tasks
.

6.
7.
8.
9.
I
1..
13.
14.
15;
16.
17.
18.
F9.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Z4. Discrimination Reaction
Time-Printed
25. Marking Accuracy
26. Verbal Addition Task

7
7
5

3

The six scales were: 1. Stimulus duration; 2. hNmber of output units;
3. Duration for which an output unit is maintained; 4. Simultaneity of

responses; S. Number of procedural steps; and 6. Variability of stimulus
location.
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4
4
4
4
4
4
3

Table 7
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE
FIRSTiREGESSION ANALYSIS

1
1

1.00

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

.01

-.06

-.12

-.10

.27

.78

1.00

.07

.15

.12

-.70

-.19

1.00

.45

-.07

-. 38

-.26

.55

-.23

-.28

1.00

.04

-.12

3
4

1.00-

5
6

1.00

7*

.47
1.00

Criterion measure

An index of forecasting efficiency (Guilford, 1956, p. 398) which
indicated the degree to which predictions made by means of the regression equation were better (more accurate) than those made merely from
a knowledge of the mean of the criterion measures was computed.

The

index for the corrected R was 42.6%, which indicated that use of the
regression equation would be superior to using the mean alone.
The regression equation was:
P = -1.064 + 1.245X 1

- 0.197X 2 - 1.072X3 - 0.089X 4

where
P = Predicted mean number of output units produced per second;
m and
X

-

X4 - Task characteristic scales # 1 through # 4 listed above.
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Second Post-Diction Study
The second post-diction study was based on data from the third
reliability study described earlier-in which two judges rated 21 tasks
on 18, scales.

The-criterion measure common to the 20 tasks-ultimately

used was the mean percent time on target achieved after five minutes of
practice on the tasks in question.

These tasks and their associated

performance data were obtained from studies reported in the experimental
literature.

(See Appendix 6 for references to these studies.)

The need to reduce the set of predictors existed heve as in the
first post-diction study.
followed.

Accordingly, the same reduc~tve pricedure was

This involved ranking the 18 scales (Appenaix 5) in terms

of their reliability and then selecting the final subset on the basis
of high reliability. This operation resulted in the selection of the
following scales:
1. Number of procedural steps,
2. Precision of responses,
3. Number of responses,
4. Number of output units,
5. Simultaneity of responses, and
6. Number of elements/output unit.
Table 8 presents the data on which the second post-diction study was
based.
A multiple correlation (R) was computed using a stepwise procedure.
The order of the scales in the above list paralleled the order in which
the predictor variables emerged from the-regression analysis,

A point

of-diminishing returns, in terms of percent variance accounted for (R
was reached after the fourth predictor emerged.

Consequently, a re-

gression equation was written using only the first four scales listed
above.

The half-diagonal intercorrelation matrix for all seven variables

(six predictors, one criterion) is presented in Table 9.
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Table 9
iBTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR TIE SECOND 'REGRESSION AALYSiS

3

4

5

6

-:534

.90

.44

.75

.76

-.54

1.00

.25

.34

.61

.26

.30

1.00

.59

.60

.00

-.41

1.00

.38

.22

.07

1.00

.81

-.38

1.00.

-.46

1.00

2
3
4
5
6

1.00

7
*

7*

2

1
1

)

Criterion measure

The multiple R achieved for this post-diction study was 0.79, which

2,

accounted for 63% of the v'Lriance (R ).
-[F (4,-15) = 6.42, p < .01].

This coefficient was significant

Correction for small sample bias yielded a

CR = 0.73, which was also significant [F (4, 15) = 4.28, p < .05].

The index

of forecasting efficiency for this corrected R was 31.7%. This figure indicated that prediction using the regression equation would be superior to
that made on the basis of knowledge of the mean of the criterion measures
alone.
The regression equation was:
Pm = -1.484 - 19.056X. + 12.102X

.

+ 4.213X3 + 1.251X 4

where
=

Predicted mean percent time on targer after 5 minutes of
practice; and

S1 - X 4 = Task characteristic scales #1 through #4 listed above.
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:Discussion
The,results of both post-diction studies are presented for comparison in Table 10.
Table 10
COMPARISON OF POST-DICTION STOJDIES

Uncorrected

Corrected

AND 2

Forecasting
Efficiency'

R

_0

R

R

Study 1

.85

.72

.82

.67

43%

.01

Study 2

.79

.63

.73

.53

32%

.05

c

C

p( R)
C

It is apparent that the post-diction efforts were successful in
both cases.

The critical question of whether these results would hold

up in the face of cross-validation remains an open issue.

Both studies

provide a predictive mechanism which had adequate merit when compared
to predicting performance on the basis of knowledge of only the means
of the respective samples.
Consideration of these results was interesting in'light of the
"model of performance cited ezrlier in the report. There, performance
was viewed as a function of the operator, the task, and the environment.

Given that the operator and the environment components were

essentially "uncontrolled" or, at least, were unknown quantities in the
studies used here, it was not anticipated that the task component alone
would account for as much of the variance (67% and 53%) as it seemingly
did.
The model, for instance, suggested that uncontrolled variations in
the operator and environmental components might well mask the relationship between task characteristics and performance. This masking may
32

indeed have been present.

That it was not as pronounced as expected,

however,, may have been due to the fact that the oPerator and environmental components were being .indirectlylcontrolled or almosi held constant.

For example, with regard to the .environment, it could be assumed

that any experimenter would attempt to ensure that such conditions as

room temperature, noise level, level of illumination, etc., were at least
within some "subjective zone of acceptance" when settirn5 up his -experiment unless these variables were accually part of his design.

Since

the studies chosen were picked so as to avoid the presenceof such
independent variables as stress, drugs, etc., it is reasonably safe to
assume that the "environment component" was essentially constant across
'studies. Furthermore, the use of mean performance scores on each task
(obtained by averaging across individuals) tended to minimize the influence of individual difference variables.
Given the limitations-inherent in ,the post-diction approach, these
studies nevertheless showed that selected task characteristics were
correlates of performance.

Use. of the task definition described earlier

and of the descriptive indices derived from it appeared to provide a
basis for systematically relating differences among tasks to variations
in performance.
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The rEr descriheA in this re~crt ras ilcczse car
m
cm of sejrerzl
possible appiroaches which moigbt be pred
i* bt-tr arP=in
L-der-

=~tioa abear 1;mra ;efrne

the ;xesect ap_=db '1't~sks' wam
r-liceS to be tkWed VA5e2 3SeSSi2Z
vieo- as mre Oazz merely coreie
Z

the effects of selec-.d e rm
ta. rrezzmts wn Fer-fcm=2=e
Ins tez,
tasks ur.= zr",ed as Camprlexr- OfT iieprd1:wables V*icb, i= their
oun rig~, vere capable of inleenrfoma~rz.
To b eter =derstr-3
their i=V!ueccc, therefore, a 1=2np-mge vas develcpea to Pemit objective
and direct descripiom OF differemz ijsks aml to p'rovice a basis f*%
COmp!i

2a

cortrastirg varlouis ftask trants'..

This effort Eas tenatkeel e=srated that -it is possible to
describe zasks in~ zenrs of a task-elzracerstlics, 1JaXrgu
which is
relatively free of the subjective acd !m--ecr descriptors fGo
n mz=
orher system~s.

It ha.,- fttrther senonsumnted tl*at the tosk chmracteris-tics
m~ay represent imrortant correlat~es Of partcr-mance. Mltt!~-gh aare
convincing proof of this pointr must avair cress-walidaricm eierclses, It
was pozssible to describe vubtle diffarences anor~ tasks and to relate
such differences systezratically to variations in perfomace.
While successful in many respects, the study also enzountered a
wxmber of diffitldties. First, alth.-gh several scales proved zeasonably
reliable, m~any others did mot. Substantial iirprovemeat in this azea is

requiredA andi

migtit restult fro~i zore

Intersive training or judgec-, better

-defizuition of characteristics, and/or irproved nethods cr quantificatiob.
Until higher overall reliabilities can be obtained, continued use Of
panels of judges will be necessary. This procedure is less attractive
than the v-se of a -Ingle r-ater.
Second, the curren~t la..guage was designed so as to be applicable
to all tasks, giveR our definition of a "task". The study inidicated,
however, that the scales in their present form were less 5uttable for
the description of "lcogn;,ivel' paper-and-pencil tasks. It may be
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r-mesz--7to e~e~c &=d
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mwis~r.. 1a otter w.-rcs, different est
o-z v~ich differemnt resaem mavares
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tye!of tas&, or
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oaild
be re=.ira3f

tasks

tWe
npc~~ed.

Cce general cc~seqin~rP ao11this ~tair
rfr.is
the te
for. resea2rch 9,h:Cb ztcnvts to i*e=:ify zb- sme L-st sez of ddstirct,
reS,-ASC eAMSreS Wh-E CV2 'be USC6 tO rejXCresez& 211 rssible masorwes.
Ttlhzrrand Olson (IS164) hae suggested fear stzcb neas~ies Cprobabiiity
of dere-zim, percavt errr, per-centage dewner- in~ time on target,
and Teaction tizue) which, if they enecm;assed a large- gra~ortioaiof all
possible tasks, Tonld be t'orth pi~rsaing. A seconi con-ecp.ce bears
directly on the lazguage developed in the ipreseat stUdyr. The possibility
exists of tai 1 "rin separate descriptive systems for use with differeat
Categories of tasks (defi;-wd in terss or =esponse sea-Sures). Ilil!e this
-

approach is certinly feasible, and adght sctually be superior were crne
only interTested ini a particul.ar categor-y o tasks, it sms not zdoited
in the present study because of nore catholic interests. A language
was desired which not only would provide a basis for predicting perforaN2=e (bithin categories) but tsiich would alsor providle for ccrp.=isons
of tasks across differ-ent categoziesMuch addit-Jonal research is req~uired if the approach is to be
dev~eloped to the fullest extent possible. Tw-- efforts in particular are
required. the first would center on the type of application eswhasxized
in the present effort, while the second would attenpt to !;roaden. the
scope of the approach.
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First, tle predictive
he~w-doleoj s:=dd be assessed usirg a
larger smple of tAss. Resultant regresnioa eq.~stiuns must then
e~l~t~din faml crss-v2ali~tica exercises. Given tf.at tkese
wiera succesful, frw wu16 tbe predictive mezbzdology be 3pplied?

wch
be
efforts
Ielly,

tLhe user -- as egaipuxeit design e=gizmeem, a triawi spec31ist. etc.
iftld first idetify the type f Pefr==ane mnzare most 2apprapriate
for the new task im qaesticn. He wouid them refer te a3 dozmne cofataning

a

=mtmero rectession eatians, cach of which &osspecific to a Particalar typ= of perfotmare ueap--ae. JVer-e be would see shich scales vere
imolved in assessingz tE2 typre of Parforzance relevtant to his inter':st.
Her %mid them rate tbe newg task an these scaI:s and5 enter these values
into the eq-.ation which Souz contain the appropriate Weights. -she cutput scald -be a
icedm=a level of perforznnce on tbar- task at
-a=~ specified =!at ;n t:., e arint
curve. Ihis estimated levei of
parformance coald tben be coiiwpaed to some desired criterion level of
perfor3ae. If the predicted per.omrance *ere inadequate r.elative to
the-desizred le-wel, the user uould -receive guidance regarding rewedia
2ctions, i.e.., -rdesigning certain 2spects of the task. For exaa! -e,
beta-veights for each of the te'
;s

in the equation 'uuld indicate the

:relative contribution made by each tas?( char-.cteristic to the predicted
perforsnce. The user would be in a position to change certain feztures
aff the task by assessing which features werz rost potent versus those
which were aze~able to change. Having m~ade these changes conceptually,
he could rerun the regresaion equation using the new task values and
7

see if a sufficient inprovement in j'erfornance had occurxed. This
iterative process could be accamlished wirthout physically changing the
equipment until a change was warranted.
A second, -rather different application of the descriptive language
should also be studied. The situation here would be represented by
the case where a review of the literature was conducted to determine
the general effect of a specific '1 environmental" variable, i.p., massed
versus distributed 'practice, levels of noise, etc., on performance.
Typically, the., findings of such a survey could ba used to define a subset
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of srudies in idiich, for exa=ple: aasse'i practice proved superior; asubset in wahich suaced practice ?rovred superior; and, possibly, a third
subset uhich yielded no difference between the' variables.

Pfaving cate-

gorized the stodies in terms of which treatment wcss saperior (L~e-,
massed, distribbted, neither), the tasks used in tfmse, studies mmuld them
be rated'. and discrir;
:fimction analyses wauld be can icted to
deterne whether differcnt. task profiles uiere associated with the
varwm's critcrion. groups. If -uch wcr& th:.e case, additional studies
wwi1d be selected, tasts within those studies would be Tattd- and the

obtained virofiles would be analyZed in order to predict ;hich distribution
of practice shwu1d, be superior for a given task. The predictions would
be chected against ac-tual learning data. If successful, these efforts
would have identified those aspects of tasks whnich vere beneficially

cond~ucive to the ;pplication of, In the case of the example cited, either
mussed or distributed practice. These findings would be of importance
to researchers in both the 2pO1ied and theoretical fields. -Such suggestions vere made earlier y Fleisimn (1967) and leismian, Teichner,j
and Stephenso;. (1970); beginnings in this direction have been ~iade
under this pr-ojcct by Teichner and W-Utiehead (1971)

-

In sinmmery, in addition to pursuing the two major applicaticns cited
abvth.-following =cib-itieS should alSO be considered.(a) the developent of descriptive systens for the operator andA
ev'viromsental ceponents;
(,b) the development of a response taxonociy or classification system
to reduce the minber of potential performance measures to a manageable
set;

Cc) a rathematical procedure for allowing the characteristics of
all thxez of the model's components to enter inlto a full test of the
zodel's predict..ve efficiency;
(d) the further development of the task characteristics themselves
in the direction of greater quantification;
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(e) a more adequat

neans of assessng the t)ys of 1reliability

n

of interest to the rating situation encountered here;
(f) the develement-of a collecticn of suitable tasks both- adequate
in raber and type to permit cross-validation; or

(g) programatic experimental effors in which rasks, operators,
and the envirorment can be systemriczlly varied.
The need for firther development notitbs_anding, the present study
has, served a valuable prpose.

It has dmon5trated the essential

validity and utility of a rather different method of tzsk description.
The chracteristics themselves are not the only ones, nwr necessarily
the best ones, which might be developed.

Similzrly, only-one of sEveral

possible use@s of the descriotive data. as evaluated.

Although the

specifics of the systen may eventually ass=--a very different form, -the
present study has demdnstrared zhe soundness of the underlying approach.
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APPENDIX I
SCALES-USED IN THE 3-JUDGE STUDY

This section contains the 19 scales used in the 3-judge study.
Asterisks identify the subset of these scales which were ultimately
entered into the multiple regression analysis.
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TASK CHARACTERISTICS ANSWER SHEET
Rater's Name
Date Rating Performed
Name and Number of'Task Rated
Instructions
There are 19' rating scales. Each task should be rated on all 19
scales. As you assigned a scale value to the task, write down the scale
value on the line for that rating scale as listed below. Th'ere is space
at the bottom for you to describe any problems you had in applying -the
scales to the task.

*1. Number of output units

*10. Number of procedural steps

____

*2. Duration for which an
output unit is maintained

11. Dependency of procedural
steps

3. Number of elements

12. Adherence to procedures

per output unit

13. Procedural complexity__
*14. Variability of stimulus
location

4. Work load imposed
by task goal
5. Difficulty of goal
attainment

*15.

6. Precision of responses

16. Regularity of stimulus

7. Rate of responding

occurrence

8. Amount of muscular effort
involved in responses
*9.

Simultaneity of response

Stimulus or stimulus-complex
duration

17. Degree of operator control
18. Reaction time/feedback lag
-

19. Decision-making

Problems / Comments
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*1.

NUMiER OF OUTPUT UNITS

An output unit is specified or implied in the statement of the, task
goal. Output units are often: an assembly of objects, a stimulus-control
relationship, or a specifiable end-product (e. g., arrival at B in
thietask,
run from A to B). You are to judge the number of 64tput units specified
or implied by the task goal relative to other quotas which could
be
established for the same type of task.
Definition

Example s

As many as vpo sible - as manyoutput units as possible are to be
produced, usually during a fixed
period of time.

7

6

A,#Insert as many plugs i!nto~the
connectors as possible in five
minutes
o ,200o-push-ups in five minutes
eDo 200 push-ups.

5

Moderate number - relative to
other possible quotas for the sanmi
type of task,- a moderate iwxmber
of output units is to be produced,.

Llot-,ent7 push-ups in-five minutes.
r.1 ',iwenty push-ups.

2
One output unit - one outpuit unit is
to be produced. -It-is either maintained or signas), the termination
of perforriance.

@Assume a push-up position.
Maintain it for five minutes.
'*Do on,.!sh-up.
4Add the following list of integers.

1
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*2.

DURATION FOR WHICH AN OUTPUT UNIT IS MAINTAINED

Once the operator has produced an output unit, he may be
required to maintain or continue it for one of several time periods.
For example, it can be maintained for as long as possible, or, its
completion may be a signal to leave it and go on to produce the next
output unit; or, finally, having produced it, performance ends.
Decide where the present output unit belongs on the below
scale.

Examples

Definition
Maintenar~ce for as long as
possible - an output unit (body
position, stimulus-control relationship, etc. ) is to be maintained for as long as possible.

7
* Hang in a bent-arm position for
-as long as possible.

6 --

*Maintain a stimulus-control

(-relationship (target and cursor)
for 20 minutes.

5

Moderate maintenance - relative 4 -- 1.4Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship for five minutes.
to other possible periods of maintenance, an output unit is to be
maintained for a moderate period
of time.

3

2

it maintenance-

production of

1

an output unit signals termination
of performance or production of
additional units. Maintenance,
thercfeks, is minimal.
h9

~!Do as many push-ups as possible
in ten minutes holding each "down"
position for 30 second,
-eDo as many push-ups as possible
in two minutes.

-Solve

the following trigonometric

problems.

3.

NUMBERI OF ELEMENTS PER OUTPUT UNIT

One way of describing an outplt unit is in terms of the number
of elements involved in its produ,ction. By elements we mean the
objects or components which, when asseabled, coniprise the output
unit. In an addition probler,, for example, the-numbers to be added
are the elements which comprise the output unit.
Rate the present task in terms of the number of elements
forming an output unit on the scale below.

Example s

Definition
Many elements: each output unit 7-contains many c3nstituent elements.

*Assemble a radio fz.)m ohe
components in this kit.

6-

5

-+Change a flat tire.
&Rank order these 20 items.

4
Moderate number of elements:
each output unit contains several
constituent elements.

3

2
I

output imit
One element: each
contains only one constituent
element.

5o

the bvtton when the
l_light ccomes on.

4.

WORK LOAD IMPOSED BY TASK GOAL

Work load is judged in terms of tl.e number of output units to
be produced relative to the amount of time allowed for their protection,
i. e., output units per time.
There are those tasks in which the goal is to maintain a situation,
e. g., stay within 40 feetz of the vehicle ahead of you, rather than produce multiple output units. For those tasks, the degree of work load

is directly related to the length of time for which maintenance is
required.
Rate the present task on the scale below.
Example s

Definition

7

High work load - as many output
units as possible are to be produced in a fixed period of time;
a relatively large number of output
units is to be produced in a
relatively short period of time; an
output unit is to be maintained for
a relatively long time or for as
long as possible.

6

.Drive as many nails as possible
Fin fiveo minutes.
$Maintai'., ," .rimulus-control
relationship :
one hour
*Maintain a stimulus-control
relationsMp as long as possible.

5

Moderate work load - a moderate 4
number of output units is to be
produced in a reasonable period of
time; an output unit is to be maintained for a moderate period of
time relative to other possible
periods.

*Drive ten nails in five minutes.
wMaintain a stimulus-control
relationship for three minntes.

3

2
ODrive these two nails in the next

Low work load - a small number
of output units is to be produced
in a relatively long period of time;
an output unit is io be maintained
for a relatively short period of
tixme.
Si

five minutes.
um the following five integers.
OMaintain a stimulus-control
relationship for 30 seconds.

5. DIFFICULTY OF GOAL ATTAINMENT
Difficulty of goal attainment is a function of two things- 1) the
number of elements in an output unit, and 2) the degree of work load
(both these terms have been previously defined). The g:reater the
work load and the higher the number of elements, the more difficult
is the goal.

Definition

Example s

7

High difficulty - not only is the
work load high, but the number
of elements in an output unit
is also high.

You have two days in which you
are to assemble as man- .-tdio
kits as possible.

6

5.

two small shipping crates
Moderate difficulty - botn the work 4-+Build
today.
in
elements
of
number
the
and
load
an output unit are moderate; this
combination results in a task of
average difficulty. Or, one measure
3
is high and the other is low, thus
yielding a moderate average.

2*Paint the walls of this room.
-Take as much time as you need.
Low d4.fficul! - relative to other
possib!.- valut.-, work load and
element number are both very
low.

1
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6.

PRLCTSION OF RESPONSES

Tasks may be differentiated with respect to the degree of precision
associated with overt observable responses. Degree of precision or
motor control required will increase as target size decreases, lag in
controls increases, tate of change in stimulus increases, etc. You are
to judge the degree oi precision required in overt. reeponseso

Definition

Examples

High degree of precision - because
of small targets, fine scales,

7

-,Using a chemical
balance
the weight
of the(scales)
b'determine
following objects to the nearest
microgramr
microgram.
eReplace the w'ainspring in this

sensitive controls, etc. the subject
responses which are
must make precise.
extremely

6-W

5

Moderate precision - relative to the
definitions above or below, a
moderate degree of precision must
accompany subject's responses.

- --

"Solder these two wires together.
Using your pencil, trace this maze.

3

2*Do twenty push-ups.
4-#Sort the oranges and lemons into
two piles.
- because 1
Low degree of precision
of large targets, gross scales, insensitive controls, etc. the subject
can make responses which are
gross or imprecise.
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7.

RATE OF RESPONDINO

C,:al-directed responses can be emitted at different rates. Yoxare 1o judge the rate of responding in a particular task by considering other
rates which are poesible for that same task.

Definition

Examples

High rate of responding - many
responses are required per unit
time relative to other rates which
could be employed for the same
task. Responses are often repetitive
or serial. In the extreme, they are
continuous.

6-

1-.4,'ire 20 rounds as quickly as
possible,
&Complete this jig-saw puzzle as
fast as you can.
*Track this target.

5-

4Moderate rate of responding

-

f4Fire 20 rounds. Fire rapidly

a

moderate number of responses
are required per unit time.

but also be as accurate as you can.
o You have half an hour to complete
this 20 item "True-False" quiz.

3

2-

1
Low rate of responding - few

0 Add the following numbers. Take

responses are emitted per unit
time. Responses are often singular.

all the time you need.
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8.

AMOUNT OF MUSCULAR EFFORT
INVOLVED IN RESPONSES
This dimension reflects the
degree of muscular effort required
in performing the task. It ranges
from physical efforts such as
weight4ifting
to simple verbal responses.

Definition

Examples

High amount of muscular
effortresponse(s) require a high
degree
of muscular involvement.

7

-

Do 20 pushups.
*Lift the heaviest weight
possible.

6

5

Moderate amount of muscular
effort required for the response(s)

4

*i-ghten

nuts on bolts securely.

3-

2.

Low amount of muscular
effort
required

091-eo
r two wires together
*Add numbers and report
the
sum aloud*'
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*9.

SIMULTANEITY OF RESPONSES

An overt response or sequence of responses leading to the
production of an output unit may involve one or more effectors
(hands, arms, legs, feet, voice, etc. ). These effectors may or
may not be used simultaneously.
You are to rate the degree of simultaneity involved in using
the effectors needed in the response(s) leading to production of
an output unit.
Examples

Definition

7

High simultaneity - responses involve the simultaneous use of
several effectors on a fairly
continuous basis.

4

'ou are to fly this plane at 400
knt . and an altitude of 5, 000
feet, L.nking to the left and to
the right.
on the piano.
*Playthis son-

6

5

Moderate simultaneity - responses
involve th- simultaneous use of
at least two effectors on a
continuous or periodic basis.

4-

Pat your head and rub your stomach.
sHit that target by firing your rifle.

3-

2

the button when the light
-+*Push
comes on.

Low sirmiultaneity - responses involve the use of only one effector
at a time. If other effentors are
employed, they are employed
sequentially.
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*10.

NUMBER OF -ROCEDURAL STEPS
Earlier wc were concerned about thb

number of elements, i.e.,

objects o- compokents, involved in the pl.:oduction of one output unit.
Now we want to consider the number of procedtral steps (responses)
needed to produce one output unit. There isn't a necessary one-

ta-ou

relationship between objects ;and responses.

Consider the number of res-unses or steps involved in
producing one output unit.for the present task. Rate this task on the
scale below.
Definition

Example s

Large number of steps - the
procedure consists of a large
number of constituent steps.

i
-*Build
a crystal receiver set
(following the enclosed instructions.

6

5

4-

Medium number of steps - the
procedure contains a medium

MSolve the equation X - 4X + 4 = 0.
*Tipe the following business letter.

number of steps relative to other
procedures.

3

2

Small number of steps - the
procedure consists of few steps.
At a mirim&m, only one step may
be necessary.
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*Open this combination lock
(32L - 43R - 10L).
OPress the button whenever the
light comes on.

1

11.

DEPENDENCY OF PROCEDURAL STEPS

Consider again the number of steps involved in producing one
output unit. The steps may be described in terms of the dependency -

among them; dependency concerns the extent to which the steps must
be done in some specified order. For example, dependency exists
between steps A and B if step B cannot be accomplished without step

A being done first. Note: Procedures which have only one step are
automatically low in dependency.
Examples

Definition

7
High dependency among steps each step in the procedure is cornpletely dependent upon the pre.-eding procedural step. Systematic

*Using the combination you've been
given, open the safe.
eDial this telephone number.

ordering of steps is at a maximum.

6

5

Moderate dependency among steps in the total number of steps cornprising the procedurej approximately
50% are dependent upon preceding
steps.

4

colored blocks, stack
-Using
them into columns four blocks high.
Do this in the order red and green
for the first two blocks. The
remaining blocks may be of any

3

2

1
Low dependency among steps procedural steps are not organized
in any particular sequence. Step "A"
may precede "B" or "B" may precede
"A". Procedures having one step are

low in dependency.
5-8

-color.

*Using colored blocks, stack
(-them into columns four blocks high.
Order of color is unimportant.

12.

ADHERENCE TO PROCEDURES

Tasks may vary in the extent to which the operator must
iaithiully adhere to the piocedures set forth. In some types
of tasks strict adherence is critical; in others, the operator may
depart somewhat from stated procedures without jeopardy to the
performance.
Judge the degree of adherence to stated procedures for the
present task.

Definition

Examples

7
High - strict adherence to procedures
with even small departures being
discouraged or having detrimental
results.

7

VFiring an M-1 rifle according to
procedures given by a Marine D.t.

5-

Moderate - Some departures from
the stated procedures are tolerated.

4-

*iven conventional procedures to
solve a trigonometric problem;
alternative procedures exist and
can be employed.

3

1--- "Type a

Low - fairly large departures

from stated procedures are tolerated.
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letter using whatever pro-

cedures you are most comfortable
with.

13.

PROCEDURAL COMPLEXITY

Procedural complexitv i,4 a function of the number of steps or
responses leading to an output unit and the degree of dependency
among these steps.
Rate the present task in terms of its procedural complaxity.

Definition

Example s

7 -

High complexity - the procedure
contains many steps. Each step
is dependent upon execution of the
step which precedes it.

Without referencing any iiotes,
perform a B-52 pre-flight checklist task.

6

5

Moderate complexity - the procedure contains several steps.
Not all steps are dependent upon
preceding steps, however.

4-

SCheck and if necessary replace
the following ter tubes (T l.. T 1 0 )
in these 10 radio sets.

3

2

Low complexity - the procedures
consists of few steps and there is
little if any dependency among steps.
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-

lfWhen the light comes on, press
this button as fast as you can.
#Bolt this bracket to that framni.

14.

VARIABILITY OF STIMULUS LOCATION

Judge the degree to which the physical location of the stimulus
or stimulus complex is predictable over task time.

Examples

Definition

High predictability - stimulus

7-

location remains basically
unchanged,

*Stimulus is a red light located
on a display panel.

6_

5Medium predictability location changes but in a
known manner or pattern.

4--

@Visually following an arrow in
flight toward a target.

3-

2--

Low predictability - location
changes in an almost random

fashion.

# Predicting which leaf will fall
from a tree next.

I
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*15.

STIMULUS OR STIMULUS-COMPLEX DURATION

Consider the critical stimulus or stimulus complex to which
the operator must attend in performing the task. Relative to the
total task time, for how long a duration is the stimulus or stimulus
complex present during the task?

Examples

Definition

Long duration - stimulus would
remain indefinitely,

7

'

Drawing a picture by observing
a model of the object being drawn.

6

5
*Red light goes out when operator
a button.

Medium duration - stimulus remains
4present until changed (spatially,
temporally, etc. ) by the response
made to it.

+ pushes

3

2--

Short duration - stimulus ceases
prior to response being made to it.
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1

@Operator must identify words or
.targets presented tachistoscopically.

16.

REGULARITY OF STIMULUS OCCURRENCE

Consider the critical stimulus or stimulus-complex to which the
operator must attend. Does it occur at regular (i. e., equal) intervals
or at irregular intervals. Treat equal intervals and constant presence
of the stimulus as equivalent conditions.
Rate the present task on this dimensicn.

Definition

Example s

High regularity - regular intervals,
periodic occurrence. Also refers
to stimulus which is constantly
present.

7

*Responding to units or. an
assembly line.
* Looking at a picture on a wall.

6-

5

Medium regularity - Irregular

4

intervals but a perceivable pattern
of occurrence.

4

Receiving morse code.

3-

2

1

Low regularity - Very irregular
intervals; stimulus occurrence is
aperiodic.
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-

4-Detecting
:
random signals on a
CRT display.

17.

DEGREE OF OPERATOR CONTROL OVER THE OCCURRENCE
OF THE STIMULUS AND THE RESPONSE

Does the operator determine when the stimulus appears (e. g.,
self-controlled) or is the occurrence of the stimulus externallycontrolled? Given the occurrence of the stimulus, must the operator
respond immediately (externally-controlled) or may he respond at will
(self-controlled) ?
Based on these two decisions, rate the task in question on the
following scale.

Examples

Defi nition
7

High subject control - (both
stimuli and responses are selfpaced).

-

* Reading aloud to oneself.

6

5

Medium subject control - (either
the stimuli or the responses are
self-paced).

hooting skeet (shooter determined when 'bird' appears).

4

3

2

1

Low subject control - (both
stimuli and responses are externally paced).
64

Typical reaction time task.

l&.

REACTION TIME/FEEDBACK LAG RELATIONSHIP

What relationship exists between the operator's reaction time
interval (i. e. , the time between stimulus appearance and initiation of the
operator's response) and the time lag interval occurring before feedback
(i.e., knowledge of the effects of the response) begins? Note carefully
that the two intervals of interest are formed by the initiation of the
stimulus, response, and feedback, e.g.,
-

II

A

-

(Reaction Time)

Stimulus
Initiation
I

>, (

B

I

(Feedback Lag)

I

Response
Initiation
I

I

I

Feedback
Initiation
I

-TIME-

Definition
A

B - Reaction time (A)
exceeds feedback lag (B)

Examples

7-

Subject listens *toa series of

6-

digits and repeats them after
a 20-second delay.

5A =B - Reaction time (A)

equal to feedback lag (B)

#Subject presses button to turn

4

off red light when it comes on.
Light goes out when button is
pressed.

3.

A( B - Reaction time (A)
2is shorter than feedback lag (B)
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@Subject answers a question on
a paper-and-pencil test; gets
results at end of test.

19.

DECISION-MAKING

The task instructions guide the operator in producing an output
unit. Freqt.ently, the steps leading to the output unit are not of an
"A-B.- C" nature, but instead they involve choice-points where the
operator must decide which of several potential steps should be done
next, He bases his choice on the outcome of the last step. For
example, thq instructions might say, "Press button A and observe
the outcome; if a red light comes on, throw the switch. If the blue
light comes on, throw the blue switch. " The key feature of this
situation is that the operator must decide what to do next on the basis
of the feedback or outcome of his last response.
Rate the present task on the extent to which it contains choicepoints in the steps leading to an output unit.
Examples

Definition

7-

High decision-making - more
than 75% of the steps involved in
the production of an output unit
consist of choice-points.

*Trouble shooting a piece of
electronic gear

6-

#Diagnosing an illness

5Moderate decision -making4
approximately half of the
steps involved in the production of an output unit consist of
consist of choice-points

31

2

Low decision-making
fewer than 25% of the steps
involved in the production at
an output unit consist of

*Reciting a short verse
by memory

choice -points.
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APPENDIX 2
37 TASKS USED IN THE 3-JUDGE STUDY
These tasks were drawn primarily from a study by Fleishman (1954).
The raters were provided with a two-page description of each task
which contained (a) a picture of the apparatus; (b) a verbal description of the basic task; and (c) the actual instruction read
to the subject.

Two examples of such tasks are presented in their

entirety in this appendix, along with a listing of all 37 tasks by
name and source.

Double asterisks (**) indicate the subset of 26

tasks which ultimately entered the multiple regression analysis.
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TASK 1

Apparatus

Description
The S is seated before a long rectangular boxlike apparatus
containing two openings. Each opening is the entrance to a straight
passageway which S must negotiate with a long stylus. He moves
the stylus forward at slightly below shoulder height and at arm's
length. He must move the stylus slowly and steadily away from his
body, trying not to hit the sides of the cylindrical passage. As he
reaches the end of the passage he strikes a contact point and withdraws the stylus, again trying to avoid hitting any part of the passageway. He then negotiates the second passageway. Two complete negotiations constitute a trial. Counters record the number of contacts
and clocks record the amount of time in contact. Six trials, no time
limit.
Instructions
Your task is to move this stylus slowly and carefully arms length
through the openings. You are to do this without touching the sides of
the passageway with the stylus. When the stylus makes contact with the
end of the passageway, withdraw it carefully and slowly without touching
the sides. When you have moved the stylus in and out of opening No. 1,
move to opening No. 2 and repeat the procedure. After moving in Rnd
out of the second passageway, place the stylus beside the machine and
rest until told to continue. You will repeat the procedure. Are there
any questions?
Remember to keep the stylus at arms length at all times and to
move as carefully as possible to reduce errors which is time you contact the sides of the passageway. Begin when I say 'Start'.
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Preceding page blank

TASK 3

Apparatus

Description
The S is required to negotiate an irregular slot pattern with a Tshaped stylus. He sits at arm's length from the apparatus box and
moves slowly and steadily through the pattern from right to left,
depresses a plunger at the end of the pattern with his stylus, and then
returns through the pattern. This constitutes one trial.
Errors are recorded each time any part of the. stylus touches
the top, bottom, or back of the slot. Four trials, no time limit.
Instructions
Your task is to move the stylus at arms length slowly and carefully
through this slot. You are to do this without allowing the stylus to touch
the top, bottom, or inside of the slot. Any time the stylus touches any
part of the metal plate around the slot, errors will be automatically
counted against you. The red light tells you when you are making errors.
When you get to the end of the slot, push in on the little plunger with
your stylus, and then retrace the pattern without removing the stylus
from the slot. When you have completed tracing back through the slot,
put your stylus down and place your hand in your lap. Rest until told to
begin.
Remember, it is important that you move slow enough so that you
may avoid hitting any part of the slot.
Are there any questions?
Pick up the stylus and begin when the green light goes on.
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TASK LISTING*
1.

Precision Steadiness

2.

Steadiness Aiming

3.

Tracking Tracing

** 4.

Two-Plate Tapping

** 5.

Ten-Target Aiming

** 6.

Visual Reaction Time

** 7.

Minnesota Rate of Manipulation-Turning

** 8.

Purdue Pegboard-Right Hand

9.
10.

Rotary Pursuit
Complex Coordination

**11.

Key Tapping

**12.

Rotary Aiming

**13.

Hand-Precision Aiming

**14.

Auditory Reaction Time

**15.

Minnesota Rate of Manipulation-Placing

**16.

Purdue Pegboard-Two Hands

**17.

Purdue Pegboard-Assembly Test

**18.

O'Connor Finger Dexterity

**19.

Santa Ana Finger Dexterity

**20.

Pin Stick

**21.

Dy:,amic Balance

22.

.,ostural Discrimination

23.

Postural Discrimination

24.

Discrimination Reaction Time

25.
**26.

Rudder Control
Medium Tapping

**27.

Large Tapping

**28.

Pursuit Aiming I

**29.

Pursuit Aiming II
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**30.

Aiming

**31.

Square Marking

**32.

Tracing

33.

Steadiness

**34.

Discrimination Reaction Time-Printed

**35.

Marking Accuracy

**36.

Verbal Addition Task 1

37.

2
Silent Reading Task

*Tasks numbered 1 through 35 were abstracted from:
Fleishman, E. A. Dimensional analysis of psychomotor abilities.
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 48, 6, 1954, 437-454.
Certain of these tasks (7, 15; 8, 16, 17; and 22, 23) were used more than once
as there were different aspects of the tasks which could be scored. This
had the net effect of changing the nature and number of the output units and
certain of the other characteristics.
**Indicates the 26 tasks which ultimately entered the multiple regression
analysis.
1 This

task was abstracted from:
Mech, E. V. Factors influencing routine performance under noise:
1. The influence of "set". Journal of Psycholo,
1953, 35,
283-298.

2

This task was abstracted from:
McGuigan, F. J., & Rodier, W. I. Effects of auditory stimulation on
covert oral behavior during silent reading. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1968, 76, 4, 649-655.
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APPENqDIX 3

SCALES USED IN
THE 28-JUDGE RELIABILITY STUDY
section contains, the 16 scales usedinte2jug
reliability
study.inte
8-dg
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Revision 2.
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TASK CHARACTERISTICS ANSWER SHEET

Rater's Name
Date Rating Performed
Task Number
Instructions
There are 16 rating scales. Each task should be rated on all 16
scales. As you assigned a scale value to the task, write down the scale
value on the line for that rating scale as listed below. There is space
at the bottom for you to describe any problems you had in applying the
scales to the task.
1.

Number of output units

2.

Duration for which an
output unit is maintained
per
Number of elements
output unit

3.

9.

_

10.

Work load

5.

Precision of responses

6.

Response rate

7.

Degree of muscular effort
involved____

8.

6

eps____

Dependency of procedural
steps____
Variability of stimulus location

_11.

4.

Number of procedural

Simultaneity of responses

Problems / Comments
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12.

Stimulus or stimulus complex
duration
duratio ___

13.

Regularity of stimulus occurrence

14.

Operator control of the stimulus

15.
16.

Operator control of the response
Rapidness of feedback

1.

NUMBER OF OUTPUT UNITS
The entire purpose of the task is to create output units.

is the end product resulting from the task.
forms.

For example,

An output unit

Output units can take different

sometimes the output unit is a physical objec

sembled from several parts.

as-

It may also take the form of a relationship

between two or more things, e.g., drive three car-lengths behind the car in
front of you. An output unit might also be a destination, e. g. , run from here
to the corner, with the corner being the destination.
First, identify what the output unit(s) is in the present task. Now, judge
the number of such output units that someone performing this task is supposed
to produce.

Examples

Definition
As many as possible - as many
output units as possible are to
be produced, usually during
a fixed period of time.

7

*

Insert as many plugs into the
connectors as possible in five
minutes.

6

5

Moderate number - a moderate
number of output units is to be
produced.

e Do

4

twenty push-ups in five minutes.

3

2

*Assume a push-up position and

One output ,nit - one output unit is

to be produced.

4

maintain it for five minutes.

eDo one push-up.

It is either main-

tained or it signals the termination

of performance.

*Add the following list of numbers

I
"7S

"I

2.

DURATION FOR WHICH AN OUTPUT UNIT IS MAINTAINED

Once the operator has produced an output unit he may be required to
maintain or continue it for one of several time periods. For example, it
can be maintained for as long as possible. Another alternative is that
completing one output unit is a signal to leave it and go on to produce the
next output unit. Or, having produced the output unit, performance ends.
Decide where the present output units belong on the below scale.

Examples

Definition
Maintenance for as long as
possible - an output unit (body
position, stimulus-control relationship, etc. ) is to be maintained for as long as possible.

7

6

0

Hang in a bent-arm position for
as long as possible.

Maintain a stimulus-control relationship for 20 minutes.

-

5
Moderate maintenance - relative
to other possible periods of
maintenance, an output unit
is to be maintained for a
moderate period of time.

* Maintain a stimulus-control relationship for five minutes.

4

3
*Do as many push-ups as possible in
ten minutes holding each "down" position for 30 seconds.

2

- production of
Short
oututmaintenance
uintsnale
f
an output unit signals the eproductnd
end
1
the
production
or
of performance
of additional units. Maintenance,
thcrefore i" minimal time.

*Solve the following trigonometric
prbes
problems.

7t

3.

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS PER OUTPUT UNIT

One way of describing an output unit is in terms of the number of
elements involved in its production. By elements we mean the parts or
components which comprise the output unit. In an addition problem, for
example, the numbers to be added are the elements which comprise the
output unit. In a more physical task, the elements could be parts to be
assembled or apparatus to be manipulated.
Rate the present task on the scale below in terms of the nvimber of
elements entering into a single output unit.

Definition
Many elements: each output
unit contains many elements.

Examplee

7

-

Assembly a rado from the components in this kit.

6

Moderate number of elements:
each output unit contains several
elements.

Change a flat tire.
* Rank order these 20 items.

4

3

2

One element: each output unit
contains only one element,

* Push the button when the light
comes on
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4.

WORK LOAD

Woik load refers to the number of output units to be produced relative
to the time allowed for their production. We are interested in the ratio of
the number of output units pe'r unit time, e. g., make 5 widgets in 10 minutes
I widget produced every two minutes.
However, there are those tasks in which the goal is to maintain a situation rather than to produce multiple output units. For example, a driving
task where you are to stay within 40 feet of the vehicle ahead of you. For
these types of tasks, work load refers to the length of time for which maintenance is required. The longer the maintenance period, the higher the
work load,
Therefore, rating a task in terms of work load resolves to answering
one of two questions:
I) How much has to be produced in what amount of time; or
2) How long does this situation have to be maintained or continued?
Example s

Definition
High work load - as many
-=
output units as possible are to be
produced in a fixed period of time;
a relatively large number of output
units is to be produced in a relatively short period of time; an
output unit is to be maintUined
for relatively long time o~e for as
long as possible.

Drive as many nails as possible
in five minutes.
e Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship as long as possible.

6
5

0 Drive ten nails in five minutes.

Moderate work load - a moderate
number of output units is to be 4
produced in a reasonable period
of time; an output unit is to be
maintained for a moderate period
of time relative to other possible
periods.
3

* Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship for three minutes.

2

Drive these twc, nails in the next
five minutes.
a Sum the following five numbers.
o Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship for 30 seconds.

Low work load - a small number
of output units is to be produced
in a relatively long period of timq;
an output unit is to be maintained
for a relatively short period of time.
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5.

PRECISION OF RESPONSES

Tasks may differ in terms of how precise or exact the operator's
responses must be. Judge the degree of precision involved in the present
task.

Examples

Definition

High degree of precision - because
of small targets, fine scales,
sensitive controls, etc. the subject
must make responses which are
extremely precise.

7

=

Using a chemical balance (scales)
determine the weight of the following
objects to the nearest microgram.
@Replace the mainspring in this
wrist-watch.

6

5

Moderate precision - relative to
the definitions above or below, a 4
moderate degree of precision
must accompany subject's responses.

-

0 Solder these two wires together.
Using your pencil, trace this maze.

3

2
* Do twenty push-ups.
9 Sort the oranges and lemons into
two piles.
Low degree of precision-because
of large targets, gross scales, insensitive controls, etc. the subject
can make responses which are gross
or imprecise.

1
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6.

RESPONSE RAT3

Responses can be made at different rates. That is, the frequency with
which responses must be made can vary from task to task. For example,
you would have a higher rate of responding if you were playing a singles game
of tennis' than if you were playing chess. The responses would come more
frequently in the first case than in the second. You are to judge what rate
of responding is called for in the task being judged.

Example s

Definition

High rate of responding - many
responses are required per
unit time. In the extreme case
responses become continuous,

v Fire 20 rounds as quickly as
possible.
a Complete this jig-saw puzzle as
fast as you can.
I Track this target.

7

6

5

Moderate rate of responding - a
moderate number of responses
are required per unit time.

4

* Fire 20 rounds.

Fire rapidly but
also be as accurate as you can.

3

2
Low rate of responding - few
responses are emitted per unit
time. Respon,.es are often singular.

*Add the following numbers.
ali the time you need.
o
t
a

1
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7.

DEGRE7 OF MUSCULAR EFFORT INVOLVED

This dim,'nEion considers the amount of muscular effort required to
perform the #ask. Examine the task and identify the most physically
strenuous part of it. Rate this part on the scale below.

Definition
High amount of muscular effortresponse(s) require a high
degree of muscular. involvement.

Examples

7

' Do 40 push ups.
&Lift the heaviest weight possible.

6

5

Moderate amount of muscular
4
effort required for the response(s)

* Tighten nuts on bolts securely with
a wrench.

3

2
Low amount of muscular effort
required

* Soldcr two wires together
a Add numbers and report the
sum aloud.
,01

8.

SLAULTANEITY OF RESPONSES

The responses which the operator makes in producing an output may
involve one or more effectors (e. g. , hand, foot, arm, voice, etc.). Depending upon the task, these effectors may or may not be used simultaneously.
For example, both hands (two effectors) are used simultaneously in playing
a piano.
You are to rate the degree of simultaneity involved in using the effectors.
needed for the response(s).

Examples

Definition
High simultaneity - responses involve the simultaneous use of
several effectors.

*

7

You are to fly this plane at 400
knots and an altitude of 5, 000
feet, banking to the left and to .e
right.

* Play this song on the piano.

6

5

Moderate simultaneitL responses involve the
simultaneous use of at least
two effectors.

4

o Pat your head and rub your stomach.
* Hit that target by firing your rifle.

3

2
Low simultaneity- responses invulve the use of only one effector
at a time. If other effectors are
employec, they are employed sequentally.

* Push the button when the light comes
on.

I
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9.

NUMBER OF PROCEDURAL
STEPS

Earlier we were concerned about
the number of elements, i. e.,
or components, involved in the
objects
production of one output unit.
Now
we
want
to consider the number of procedural
steps (responses) needed to produce
one output unit. There isn't
a necessary one-to-one relationship
between objects and responses.
Consider the number of .esponses
or steps involved in producing
one
Rate this task on the scale below.

output unit for the present task.

Definition

Example s

Large number of*steps
the
procedure consists of a -large
number of constituent steps,

7

@Build a color TV kit following
the
enclosed instructions.

6

5
Medium number of steps - the
procedure conW4 ns a medium
number of ste s relative to
other procedures.

' Solve the equation X

4X
4=0
Type the following business letter.

4

3 -

2

0

Open this combination lock
(3 2 L-43R-10L).
e Press the button whenever the
light
comes on.

Small
numberof
s- the
cedure consists of few steps, proAt
a minimum, only one step may
1
be necessary.
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10.

DEPENDENCY OF PROCEDURAL STEPS

Consider again the number of steps (responses) involved in producing
one output unit. The steps may he described in terms of the dependency
among them; dependency concerns the extent to which the steps must be
done in some specified order. For example, dependency exists between
steps A and B if step B cannot be accomplished without step A being done
first. Note: Procedures which have only one step are automatically low
in dependency.

Definition

Examples

High dependency among steps each step in the procedure is
completely dependent upon the
preceding procedural step.
Systematic ordering of steps is at
a maxinium.

7

* Using the combination you've been
given, open the safe.
* Dial this telephone number.

6

5

Moderate dependency among stepsin the total number of steps comprising the procedure, approximately 50% are dependent upon
preceding steps.

0 Using colored blocks, stack them into
columns four blocks high. Do this in
the order red and green for the first
two blocks. The remaining blocks may
be of any color.

3

2
*

Low dependency amon._steps procedural steps are not organized
in any particular se.qucnce. St'p 1
'A'may precede "13" or "B'' may
precedc "A". Proc ,dures havinq one
step arc low in dcpcndency.
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Using colored blocks, stack them into
columns four blocks high. Order of
color is unimportant.

11.

VARIABILITY OF STIMULUS LOCATION

Judge the degree to which the physical location of the stimulus or
stimulus complex is predictable over task time.

Definition

High predictability - stimulus

Examples

e

7

location remains basically
unchanged.

Stimulus is a red light located
on a display panel.

6

5

Medium predictability location changes but in a
known manner or pattern.

4

-

Visually following an arrow in
flight toward a target.

3

2
Low-predictability - location
changes
fashion. in an almost random

*

1

Predicting which leaf will
fall from a tree next.

12.

STIMULUS OR STIMULUS COMPLEX DURATION

Consider the critical stimulus or stimulus-complex to which the
operator must attend in performing the task. Relatiie to the total task
time, for how long a duration is the stimulus or stimulus-complex present
during the task?

Examples

Definition

7-

0

Long duration - stimulus would
remain indefinit '.y.

Drawing a picture by observing
a model of the object being drawn.

6

5

Medium duration - stimulus
remains present until changed
(spatially, temporally, etc.
by the response made to it.

4

0 Red light goes out when operator
pushes a button.

3

2

Short duration - stimulus ceases
prior to response being made to
it.

* Operator must identify words or
targets presented tachistoscopically.

1
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13.

REGULARITY OF STIMULUS OCCURRENCE

Conisider the critical stimulus or stimulus complex to which the
operator must attend. Does it occur at regular (i. e., equal) intervals
or at irregular intervals. Treat regular intervals and constant presence of the stimulus as equivalent conditions.
Rate the present task on this dimension.

Definition
High regularity - stimulus
occurs at regular intervals or
is constantly present.

Example s
eCars coming along an assembly line.

7
*Looking at a photograph of an object.

6

5

-

Medium regularity - stimulus
a* Receiving morse code.

occurs at irregular (unequal)
intervals but there is a pattern
of occurrence.

3

2
Low regularity - stimulus occurs at very irregular (almost
random) intervals.

*Detecting random signals on a CRT
di splay.
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14.

OPERATOR CONTROL OF THE STIMULUS

What degree of control does the operator have over either the occurrence
or relevance of the stimulus?

Definition

Full operator control - the
operator is the sole determiner
of when the stimulus occurs or
when it becomes relevant.

Examples

0 Shooting skeet; shooter determines
when "bird" appears.

7

6

5

Partial operator control - the
operator has some control
over when the stimulus either
occurs or becomes relevant,

0 Controlling the speed of your car in
approaching a traffic light in order
to have a green light when you get
to the intersection,

4

3

2
No operator control - the operator
has no control over when the
I
* stimulus occurs or when it becomes
relevant.

* Waiting for the telephone to ring.
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15.

OPERATOR CONTROL OF THE RESPONSE

Given the occurrence of the stimulus, what degree of control does the
operator h'ave over when he must initiate response?

Examples

Definition
Full operator control - the
opeiator is the sole determiner of when the response
will be made.

@ Playing a game of chess by yourself
where you play both sides and there
is no time limit for responding.

7

6

5

Partial operator control - the
response must be made within

• The traffic light turns red when you
are 500 yards from it; you have
options as to when you will hit the
brake.

4

a reasonable time after the
stimulus occurs but the operator
determines when within the interval
the response will take place.

3

2

No operator control - the
operator must respond as soon
as the stimulus occurs,

S

1
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Typical reaction time task. When the
light comes on, push this button as
fast as you can.

16.

RAPIDNESS OF FEEDBACK

For present purposes the term FEEDBACK refers to information
which an operator may get about the correctness of a response. In this
scale we are interested in how quickly feedback occurs once the response
is made.

Definition

Immediate feedback Operator knows whether the
response was correct as soon
as it was completed.

Example s

7

&Finding

the correct switch to
turn on a light.

6

5
Delayed feedback - operator
receives feedback regarding
his responses after entire
task is completed.

0 Opening a combination lock having
five numbers.

4

3

2
No feedback provided -

1

Student takes a mid-term exam but

OperItor n,:vcr receives feedbac

is not told what grade he got.
q0

APPENDIX 4
TASKS USED IN THE 28-JUDGE RELIABILITY STUDY

This section contains the 15 tasks* used by 28 judges in an
assessment of the reliability of 16 scales.
provided on each task consisted of:

The information

(a) a picture of the apparatus;

(b) a verbal description of the basic task; and (c) the actual
instructions read to the subject.

Two examples of these tasks

are presented in their entirety in this section; the remainder are
listed by name along with a reference to the study from which they
are abstracted.

The original reliability study employed 20 tasks: 15 psychomotor
and 5 paper-and-pencil (cognitive) tasks. The scales proved entirely
unreliable for the latter tasks and, hence, these five descriptions
are omitted from this section.
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TASK LISTING*
1.

Two-Plate Striking

Z.

Ten Target Aiming

3.

Purdue Pegboard

4.

Control Sensitivity

5.

Two-Hand Coordination

6.

Pursuit Confusion

7.

Bimanual Matching

8.

Visual Reaction Time Test

9.

Steadiness Aiming

1 0.

Single Dimension Pursuit

11.

Complex Coordination Test

12.

Tracking Tracing

13.

Rotary Pursuit

14.

Precision Steadiness

15.

Minnesota Rate of Manipulation

*Descriptions and illustrations of these tasks were abstracted from:
Parker, J. R., Jr., & Fleishr-'-n, E. A. Ability factors and component performance measvres as predictors of complex
tracking behavior. Psychological Monograph, 1960, 74, No. 503.
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TASK

10

Apparatus

Description
The subject makes compensatory adjustments (in and out movements)
of a control wheel in order to keep a horizontal line in a null position as it
deviates from center in irregular fashion. The control wheel is damped
pneumatically, introducing a lag into the system. Score is the time the
horizontal line is held in a null position during the four 1-minute trials.

Instructions
In this test your job is to keep this whit,- line inside the circle centered between these two points. When the test starts, the line will start
to move out of position. Your task is to keep the line centered as it deviates from the center. You can move the line up by pulling out on this
wheel and you can move it down by pushing in on the wheel. Rotating the
wheel has no 'effect. Your score will be the total time you are able to
keep the white line centered.
READY?
BEGIN?
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TASK II
Apparatus

Description
The S is required to make complex motor adjustment
of stick and
pedal controls in response to successively presented
patterns of visual
signals.
A correct response (movement of stick and rudder
controls to
proper positions) is not accomplished until both
the hands and feet have
completed and maintained the appropriate adjustment.
A new pattern
appears as each correct response is completed.
Score is the number of
completed matchings. Four Z-minute test periods.

Instructions
Your task will be to line up a green light with each
of the three
red lights. Moving the stick from side to side
moves the top green
light. Moving the stick forward and backward
moves the middle green
light; and moving the rrudder bar moves the bottom
green light. Move
the stick sideways to match the top green light
with the top red light.
Get it directly underneath. If it is off to one side
like this it will not
work. Then hold the r.tick in position to keep the
top lights matched
while you rrove it forward or backward to match
the middle lights.
Then hold the stick steL- y while you match the
bottom lights with the
rudder bar.
When you have matched all three lights, a new
setting of red lights
will appear. Go right ahead and match the new
setting of red lights
without bothering to come back to neutral.
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TASK II (Continued)
If you move any of thae controls as far as it will go there will be
no green light. You must ease bac:k a bit to find the end green light.
When the rest starts, you may uae either your right or left hand
on the stick, but use only one hand throughout the test. Keep your heels
off the floor. Match as many settings of the lights as you can until
go out. If the red lights ever fail to come on, let me know immediately.
Your score will be the number of ma tchings you can make in the
time allowed. Work as rapidly as you can. When the buzzer sounds,
the test period begins. When all the lights go out again, the test will
be over.
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APPENDIX 5
SCALES USED IN THE 2-JUDGE STUDY

This section contains the 18 scales used in the 2-judge study.
Asterisks identify the subset of these scales which were ultimately
entered into the multiple regression analysis.
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TASK CHARACTERISTICS ANSWER SHEET

Rater
Study No.

Author:

Date
Type Task

*1.
2.
'3.
*

Number of output units
Duration
Number of elements/output unit

4.
5.

Work load
Precision of responses

6.

Response rate

7.

Tutorial dependency

8.

Natural dependency_

9. Operator control over response
10. Simultaneity of responses
.11.

Number of responses

12.

Number of procedural steps

13.

Feedbazk

14.

Degree of muscular effort

15.

Operator control over stimulus

16.

Regularity of stimulus occurrence

17.

Stimulus duration

18.

Variability of stimulus location
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I.

Preceding page blank

I"I.

NUMBER OF OUTPUT UNITS (UNIT)

The entire purpose of the task is to create output units. An output unit
is the end product resulting from the task. Output units can take different
forms. For example, sometimes the output unit is a physical objec assembled from several parts. It may also take the form of a relationship
between two or more things, e.g., drive three car-lengths behind the car in
front of you. An output unit might also be a destination, e. g. , run from here
to the corner, with the corner being the destination.
First, identify what the output unit(s) is in the present task. Now, count
the number of such output units that someone performing this task is sup.posed
to produce. Use the designation AMAP (As many as possible) where no actual
limit exists.
Z.

DURATION FOR WHICH AN OUTPUT UNIT IS MAINTAINED (DURA)

Once the operator has produced an output unit he may be required to maintain
or continue it for one of several time periods. For example, it can be maintained
for as long as possible. Another alternative is that completing one output unit is
a signal to leave it and go on to produce the next output unit. Or, having produced
the output unit, performance ends.
Choose which of the following alternatives applies here:
1) Maintain unit as long as possible.

3.

2)

Maintain unit as long as possible but continue to produce additional
units.

3)

Leave unit and go on to produce next unit.

4)

Production of unit signals end of task.

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS PER OUTPUT UNIT (ETEM)

One way of describing an output unit is in terms of the number of elements
involved in its production. By elements we mean the parts or components which
comprise the output unit. In an addition problem, for example, the numbers to
be added are the elements which comprise the output unit. In a more physical
task, the elements could be parts to be assembled or apparatus to be manipulated.
Count the number of different displays and controls which are manipulated
in producing a single output unit.
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A4.

WORK LOAD (LOAD)

Work load refers to the number of output units to be produced relative
to the time allowed for their production. We are interested in the ratio of
the number of, output units per unit time, e. g., make 5 widgets in 10 minutes
1 widget produced every two minutes.
However, there are those tasks in which the goal is to maintain a situation rather than to produce multiple output units. For example, a driving
task where you are to stay within 40 feet of the vehicle ahead of you. For
these types of tasks, work load refers to the length of time for which maintenance is required. The longer the maintenance period, the higher the
work load.
Therefore, rating a task in terms of work load resolves to answering
one of two questions:
1) How much has to be produced in what amount of tirne; or
2) How long does this situation have to be maintained or continued?
Definitions

Example s

High work load - as many

output units as possible are to be7 produced in a fixed period of time;
a relatively large number of output
units is to be produced in a relatively short period of time; an
output unit is to be maintained 6
for a relatively long time or for as
long as possible.

Drive as many nails as possible
in five minutes.
a Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship as long as possible.

5
Moderate work load - a moderate
number of output units is to be 4
produced in a reasonable period
of time; an output unit is to be
maintained for a moderate period
of time relative to other possible
periods.
3

* Drive ten nails in five minutes.
*Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship for three minutes.

2

Drive these two nails in the next
five minutes.
a Sum the following five numbers.
* Maintain a stimulus-control
relationship for 30 seconds.

Low work load - a small number
of output units is to be produced
in a relatively long period of timl;
an output unit is to be maintainedi

--

for a relatively short period of time.
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S..

PRECISION OF RESPONSES (PREC)
Tasks may dIffer in terms of how precise or exact the operator's
responses must be. Judge the degree of precision involved in the present
task by considering the most precise response made in producing an output
unit.

Definitions

Examples

K'gh degree of precision - because
of small targets, fine scales,
sensitive controls, etc. the subject
must make responses which are
extremely precise.

7

# Using

a chemical balance (scales)
determine the weight of the following
objects to the nearest microgram.
* Replace the mainspring in this
wrist-watch.

6

5

Moderate precision - relative to
the definitions above or below, a
moderate degree of precision
must accompany subject's responses.

4

*

Using

our pencil, trace this maze.

3

2
* Do twenty push-ups.
@Sort the oranges and lemons into
Low degree of precision-because
of large targets, gross scales, insensitive controls, etc. the subject
can make responses which are gross
or imprecise.

two piles.

1
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RESPONSE RATE (RATE)
Responses can be made at different rates. That is, the frequency with
which responses must be made can vary from task to task. For example,
you would have a higher rate of responding if you were playing a singles game
of tennis than if you were playing chess. The responses would come more
frequently in the first case than in the second. You are to judge what rate
of responding is called for in producing one output unit in the task being judged.

Definitions

High rate of responding - many
resporses are required per
unit time. In the extreme case
responses become continuous,

Examples

v Fire 20 rounds for effect as
quiclfly as possible.
& Complete this jig-saw puzzle as
fast as you can.
* Tack this target.

7

6

5
Moderate rate of responding - a
moderate number of responses
are required per unit time.

4

F Fire

20 rounds. Fire rapidly but
also be as accurate as you can.

3

2
Low rate of rciponding - 'ew
responses are emitted per unit
time. Responses are often singular.

VAdd tile following numbers.
all the time you need.
at
me
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Take

'.

TUTORIAL DEPENDENCY OF RESPONSES (TUDE)

Consider again the number of steps (responbes) involved in producing
one output unit. The steps may be described in terms of the dependency
among them; dependency concerns the extent to which the steps must be
done in some specified order. For example, dependency exists between
steps A and B if step B cannot be accomplished without step A being done
first. Note Procedures which have only one step are automatically low
in dependency. Tutorial dependency refers to a dependency imposed
as part of the training in an effort to standardize trainee operations.
Definitions

Examples

High depcndency arnonc steps each step in the prodedure is
completely dependent upon the

Using the combination you've been
given, open the safe.
p Dial this telephone number.

7

preceding procedural step.

Systematic ordering of steps is at
a maxiYmum.

6

5

Moderate dependency among steps
in the total number of steps cor
prising the procedure, approximately 50% are dependent upon
preceding steps.

0 Using colored blocks, stack them into

-

4

columns four blocks high. Do this in
the order red and green for the first
two blocks. The remaining blocks may
be of any color.

3

2
o Using colored blocks, stack them into

Low dependency among steps procedural rteps arc not organized
in any particular sequence. Step 1
"A"may precede "B" or "B" may
precede "A". Procedures having one
step are low in dependency.

columns four blocks high.
color is unimportant.
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Order of

,

8.

NATURAL DEPENDENCY OF RESPONSES (NADE)

Consider again the number of steps (responses) involved in producing
one output unit. The , Peps may be described in terms of the dependency
among them; dependency concerns the extent to which the steps must be
done in sone specified order. For example, dependency exists between
Steps A and B if step B cannot be accomplished without step A being done
first. Note. Procedures which have only one step are automatically low
in dependency. Natural dependency refers to dependency that is inherent
in the operation of the equipment.

Examples

Definitiona
High dependency among steps each step in the procedure is
completely dependent upon the
preceding procedural step.
Systematic ordering of steps is at
a maximnum.

Using the combination you've been
given, open the safe.
lephone number.
Dial this

7

6
5

Moderate dependency among steps4
in the total number of steps corn- 4
prising the procedure, approxirnately 50% are dependent upon
preceding steps,

U

-

Using colored blocks, stack them into
columns four blocks high. Do this in
the order red and green for the first
two blocks. The remaining blocks may
be of any color.

2
Low dependency among steps procedural steps are not organized
in any particular sequence. Step 1
'"Amay precede "B" or "B" may
precede "A". Procedures havirj one
step are low in dependency.

.
los

9 Using colored blocks, stack them into
columns four blocks high. Order of
color is inimportant.

9.

OPERATOR CONTROL OF THE RESPONSE

(OCOR)

Given the occurrence of the stimulus, what degree of control does the
operator have over when he must initiate bis response.

Examples

Definitions
Full operator control - the
operator is the sole determiner of when the response
will be made.

*

7

Playing a game of chess by yourself
where you play both sides and there
is no time limit for responding.

6

5

a The traffic light turns red when you
are 500 yards from it; you have
options as to when you will hit the
brake.

Partial operator control - the
respons2 must be made within
a reasonable time after the
scimulus occurs but th;e opeiator
determines when within the interval
the response will take place.

4

3

2

0 Typical reaction time task. When the
light comes on, push this button as
fast a- you can.

No operator control - the
operator must respond as soon
as the stimulus occurs.
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*10.

SIMULTANEITY OF RESPONSES

(SIMU)

The responses which the operator makes in producing one output unit
may involve one or more effectors (e. g., hand, foot, arm, voice, etc. ).
Depending upon the task, these effectors may or may not be used simultaneously. For example, both hards (two effectors) are used simultaneously
in playing a piano.
How many effectors are being used simultaneously during the present
task?

zero___

-11.

two___

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

three___

four____

(NO. R)

Earlier we were concerned about the number of elements, i. e. , objects or components, in.rolved in the production of one output unit. Now
we want to consider the number of responses needed to produce one output unit. There isn't a necessary one-to-ene relationship between objects
and responses.
Count the number of responses or steps involved in prodm.cing one
output unit for the present task. Enter this number on the answer sheet.
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:J2. NUMBER OF PROCEDURAL STEPS
Earlier we were concerned about the number of elements, i. e., objects
or components, involved in the production of one output unit. Now we want
to consider the number of procedural steps (responses) needed to produce
one output unit. There isn't a necessary one-to-one relationship between objects and responses.
Consider the number of responses or steps involved in producing one
output unit for the present task. Rate this task on the scale below.

Definitions

Examples

Large number of*steps - the
procedure consists of a large
number of constituent stevs.

7

@Build a color TV kit following the
enclosed instructions.

6

5

Medium number of steps - the
procedure contains a medium
number of steps relativ:e to
other procedures.

-

9 Solve the equation X-

# Type

4

4X
4 =0
the following business letter.

3

2
0 Open this combination lock
(32L-43R-1OL).
9 Press the button whenever the light
comes on.

Small number of steps - the procedure consists of f-w steps. At
a minimum, only one step may
be necessary.
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13.

FEEDBACK (FEED)

For present purposes the term FEEDBACK refers to information
which an operator may get about the correctness of a response. In this
scale we are interested in how quickly feedback occurs once the response
is made.

Definitions

Immediate feedback Operator knows whether the
response was correct as soon
as it was completed.

Examples

7

-

Finding the correct switch to
turn on a light.

6

1
5

Delayed feedback - operator
receives feedback regarding
his responses after entire
task is completed.

0 Opening a combination leck having
five numbers.

4

3

2

No feedback provided Operator never receives feedbac

* Student takes a mid-term exam but is
not told what grade he got.
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14.

DEGREE OF MUSCULAR EFFORT INVOLVED

(MUSC)

This dimension considers the amount of muscular effort required to
perform the task. Examine the task and identify the most physically
strenuous part of it. Rate this part on the scale below.

Examples

Definitions
High amount of muscular effortresponse(s) require a high
degree of muscular involvement.

7

-

Do 40 push ups.
* Lift the heaviest weight possible.

6

5

Moderate amount of muscular

4

--

Tighte,
44

nuts on bolts securely with

a wrench.

effort required for the response(s)

3

2
Solder two wires together

Low amount of muscular effort

a. Add numbers and report the

required

sum aloud.
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15.

OPERATOR CONTROL OF THE STIMULUS

(OCOS)

What degree of control does the operator have over either the occurrence
or -relevance of the stimulus?

Definitions

Full operator control - the
operator is the sole determiner
of when the stimulus occurs or
when it becomes relevant.

Example s

* Shooting skeet; shooter determines
when "bird" appears.

7

6

t

5
Partial operator control - the
operator has some control
over when the stimulus either
occurs or becomes relevant,

* Controlling the speed of your car in
approaching a traffic light in order
to have a green light when you get to the
intersection.

4

3

2
No operator control - the operator
has no control over when the
I
stimulus occurs or when it becomes
relevant.

9 Waiting for the telephone to ring.

11

16.

REGULARITY OF STIMULUS OCCURRENCE

(ROSO)

Consider the critical stimulus or stimulus complex to which the
operator must attend. Does it occur at regular (i. e., equal) intervals
or at irregular intervals. Treat regular intervals and constant presence of the stimulus as equivaAent conditions.
Rate the present task on this dimension.

Definitions
High regularity - stimulus
occurs at regular intervals or
is constantly present.

Examples
eCars co&-ning along an assembly line.

7

--,Looking . .t a photograph of an object.

6

5

Medium regularity - stimulus
occurs at irregular (unequal)
intervals but there is a pattern
of occurrence.

# Receiving

4

morse code.

3

2
Low regularity - stimulus occurs at very irregular (almost
random) intervals.

*Detecting random signals on a CRT
diplay.
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17.

STIMULUS OR STIMULUS COMPLEX DURATION (SDUR)

Consider the critical stimulus or stimulus-complex to which the
operator must attend in performing the task. RelatiVe to the total task
time, for how long a duration is the stimulus or stimulus-complex present
during the task?

Examples

Definitions

70 Drawing a picture by observing
a model of the object being drawn.

Long duration - stimulus would
remain indefinitely,

6

5

Medium duration - stimulus
remains present until changed
(spatially, temporally, etc.
by the response made to it.

4

Red light goes out when operator
pushes a button.

,

3

2

Short duration - stimulus ceases
prior to response being made to
it.

* Operator must identify words or
targets presented tachistoscopically.

1
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18.

VARIABILITY OF STIMULUS LOCATION

(VARS)

Judge the degree to which the physical location of the stimulus or
stimulus complex is predictable over task time.

Definitions

High predictability - stimulus
location remains basically
unchanged.

Examples

7

* Stimulus is a red light located on a
display panel.

6

5 J

Medium predictability location changes but in a
known manner or pattern.

4

0 Visually following an arrow in
flight toward a target.

3

2
*

Low-predictability - location
changes in an almost random
fashion.
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Predicting which leaf will fall
from a tree next.

APPENDIX 6
TASKS USED IN 2.-JUDGE STUDY

The judges in this study rated tasks appearing in a number of
published artidles.

In each case, their attention was directed

toward the method section, focusing on the apparatus and instructions.
A list of the references so viewed is provided in lieu of
descriptions of the tasks themselves.
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REFERENCES USED IN SECOND POST-DICTION STUDY

Adams, J. A.
Psychomotor performance as a function of intertrial
rest interval. Journal of Exper'.mental Psychology, 1954, 48,
131-133.
Archer, E. J., Kent, G. W. , & Mote, F. A. Effect of long-term
practice and time-on-target information feedback on a complex
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